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Hotel, Row of Boarding Houses Fans Swarm Around New Mex-an- d
Two Freight Depots
ican Office to Get Returns
Destroyed.
By Innings.
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But Mr. Crist's Resolution Is Laid Neat Sum Left by Intestate But Mr. Eckert Succumbed After
Escheats to Treasury of
On the Table By Vote
Long Illness.-Thei- r
Careers.
Commonwealth.
of 57 to 23.

East St. Louis, Oct. 20. A fire j The Athletics world champion base
Albany, X. Y., Oct. 20. David B.
which started in the Chicago and A - ba" lam defeated the Chicago cubs
......
former
U.
S.
Senator and
Kill, former
IV..;,.
tu' "uwm i a
ton freight house on the river front:
governor of New York, died suddenly
score of 12 to 3. This is the third
early this morning spread rapidly to game
today at Wolfert's Roost, his country
Philadelphia has won from Chihome. Mr. Hill was seized with a
the neighboring structures and caused cago In this series.
bilious attack about two weeks ago.
The game was watched, through the
the loss of half a million. The blaze
He appeared on the road to recovery
set fire to ten tank cars of oil which bulletins of the New Mexican, by
until last night when a sinking spell
,
exploded, hurling the blazing oil in numerous Santa Fe fans, and the
S ii .IT Ui
in , ir, ii i
developed which resulted in death.
in,
all direction.
It also set fire to the telephone wires were kept hot by the
David Bennett Hill, whose remark,
Baltimore and Ohio freight warehouse anxious ones who wished to hear "the
.". HON. GREGORY PAGE.
"I am a Democrat", during his concovering a block. A score of oil latest."
Delegate From Gallup, a Business Man of Wide Experience and an Acktroversy with Grover Cleveland, was
The following is the story as told
tanks in it exploded with a roar heard
Leader of McKinley County.
Republican
nowledged
quoted all over the land, was bom
for miles. A hotel and a row of board- by the wires:
at Havana, New York, on August 29,
ing houses were also destroyed. So
Chicago, Oct. 20. A light rain this
1844; he removed to Elmira in 1862,
Hon. Gregory Page, a man of large to cast his fortunes with Xew Mexico. far as known, there was no loss of lorniiig accompanied by a
sharp drop
was admitted to the bar in 1864; was
He did so and he has never regretted life.
in temperature presaged
uncomfort
a member of the New York assembly business enterprises, a booster for his it. He entered the lumber business
court
administrator.
the
and
probate
able
conditions for the third game of
No. 70, relating to highways and Other remittances received by the ter- 1869 to 1871; presided over the Dem- town and territory and an acknowlIN
with
at
AUSTRALIA
the world's series. The clouds grew
energy and CROPS
Gallup, and there
Rich- ritorial treasurer were $101.08 from ocratic state conventions in 1877 and edged Republican leader in McKinley
public improvements, by G. A.
ARE FIRST CLASS. thinner as the day advanced and the
good business sense, he has built up
and
1881;
in
was
alderman
coun
1880,
1881;
of
A.
Grant
treasurer
J. Agee,
county, is a prominent delegate in the a splendid business. Mr. Page is also
ardson.
rain ceased, and as the diamond is
and $47 from Game Warden mayor of Elmira in 1882; lieutenant constitutional convention.
the owner of a large ice and cold stor- Immense Increase in Wheat Acreage well protected by straw and canvas,
File No. 71, by A. A. Sedillo, refer- ty:
1882
to
of
from
York
Xew
governor
Thomas P. Gable.
Mr. Page was born in Ontario coun age plant and has a bottling works.
a game is probable. But the weather
Will Result in Record Yield at
ring to education.
1SS5; governor from 1S85 to 1891; ty, Canada, February 4, 1S58. He is
Governor's Report.
been quite promihe
has
Politically
Inspelled gloom among the fans. There
Harvest
of
Time.
sale
to
File No. 72, relative
The proof sheets of Governor Mills' United States Senator from 1891 to of French and Irish parentage and en- nent. He has been honored with the
was a thin shivering line of enthusifor
a
1897
candidate
fiscal
and
S.
the
Stover.
for
E.
prominent
past
forthcoming report
toxicants, by
joys the distinction of being a mem- position of chairman of the Republi20. Dur- asts lined up at the grounds when the
Oct.
Melborne,
Australia,
In
Demo
nomination
the
govfrom
the
presidential
ber of a family of sixteen children. can county committee of McKinley
File No. 73, by G. E. Moffet, creat- year have been received
ing the antipodean winter June, July day broke, waiting for the ticket wincratic national convention of 1892.
ernment printing office.
years ago, or when he was county for several years and is now and August climatic conditions
Thirty
ing a state board of equalization.
are dows to open but the heavy mist and
and In
however
He
was
unsuccessful
Lose
Counties
More
22
of
decided
as
Population.
treasurer.
Mr.
relatthat county's
age,
Page
years
just
were no incentive to pay
serving
File No. 74, by G. E. Moffet,
reported almost ideal for the newly chillytwlnds
The school census returns for 1910 1894 was defeated for governor by
three or four prices for tickets. The
sown
ing to tax schedules.
wheat
the
Morton.
P.
Levi
throughout
received
by
of Guadalupe county just
crowd gradually grew until
File No. 75, by G. E. Moffet, relat- Territorial
regions of the commonwealth. waiting
In the Senate he opposed many of
. Superintendent of Public
9 o'clock two lone lines of dtos- by
taxation.
to
As
and
a
measures
of
mild
ing
result
the
winter, char pective
Instruction J. E.- - Clark, give that President Cleveland's
spectators converged at the
EN
ER
File No. 76, by G. E. Moffet, relat- county a school population of 2,546, a prevented the confirmation of Wheeler
acterized by infrequent freezes, many box
office in the form of the very sugr
indebtedness.
H.
William
and
H.
ing to public
Peckham
Torrance
of
moisture,
plenteous
days,
since
sunshiny
loss
last
846,
year.
gestive letter "A." Policeman
File No. 77, by G. E. Moffet, relat- county returns give 2,358 population
for justices of the IT. S. suand followed in September by copious
who has been on duty in baseamendments.
constitutional
to
court.
481.
ing
preme
T
TO
IN
spring rains, the present aspect of ball games for twenty years and who
against 2,839 last year, a loss of
relat
E.
G.
Moffet,
No.
File78, by
Eckert Dies Too.
the fields promises a harvest two believes in "omens" viewed the scene
Governor Will Go to Raton.
T.
The following letter has been sent New York, Oct. 20. Thomas
months hence that may exceed last with forboding. "A." that stands for
ing to legislature.
iniFile No. 79, by F. H. Winston,
record yield of 93 million bush- "Athletics." and nothing else, he obby Governor William J. Mills in re- Eckert, former president of the WestTrans-Atlanti- c
Liner year's
tiative and referendum.
els. In the chief producing states in- served with a growl.
sponse to the invitation sent him by ern Union Telegraph Company, died Will Be Placed on Stand to French
iniafter
West
Beach,
End, Long
File No. 80, by B. F. Pankey,
the
banquet committee today at
terest in wheat growing is decidedly
Tell of His Wife's Dis- The Line Up.
Strikes Reefs Off Florida
a long illness.
of Raton:
tiative and referendum.
in the ascendancy.
Last season the
Chicago, Oct. 20. Manager Mack
relatFe.
notCoast
F.
Santa
B.
the
of
the
Pankey,
"Office
Executive,
No.
Thomas Thompson Eckert,
81, by
appearance
File
f
six and
million acres laid announced this morning that Coombs
"Gentlement
I am in receipt of ed American telegrapher, was born in
down to this cereal was over a million and Thomas would be the battery toing to educational elections.
which
in
He early
1825 in Clalrsvllle, Ohio.
File No. 82, by Reymundo Harrison, your letter of the 14th instant
acres larger than in the previous day. Coombs is a cold weather pitchHAS
CLOSED 500 PASSENGERS
ON BOARD
you extend to me an invitation to at - went into telegraphy and became su- PROSECUTION
relating to education.
and a half million acres above er. The manager intended to send in
year
banquet, to- perintendent of a line between ChicaFile No. 83, by H. B. Fergusson, ini- tend the
the
average; this year the indications Reulbach today but on account of the
be held at the Hotel Seaberg, in Ra go and Pittsburg. In 1859 he became
tiative and referendum.
In New cold weather he said he would not
are
for a further incerase.
I
m.
9
o'clock
Civil
In
Evion
the
29th
at
p.
In
the
interested
Defense Unable to Shake
mining.
Half of Them Have ' Been South Wales and Victoria the area announce a pitcher until he had seen
File No. 84, by J. W. Childers, re- ton,
telethank you sincerely for your courtesy War he had charge of military
dence Given by Medical
lating to insurance. Referred to com- in
seeded for the next harvest exceeds the pitchers warm up at the grounds.
Brought Safely to Key
remembering me, and accept the graphs in the department of the PoThe batting order of Philadelphia:
mittee on corporations.'
any previous record, and western AusWest.
Experts.
invitation with very great pleasure. tomac, and rose to the rank of briga
Collins
2b;
File No. 85, by W. E. Garrison,
fac- Strnnke, cf.; Lord If;
an
not
heretofore
secimportant
was
assistant
tralia,
yours,
He
dier
general.
Baker 3d b.; Davis lb; Murphy rf.;
.. "Sincerely
F. W. Parker, Isidoro Armijo and C.
is
MILLS."
in
tor
wheat
expected
1866.
1864
to
production,
war
of
in
nvrLrjAM
retary
L,onaon, uct. zu. u was aecmea toThomas C. Coombs p.
Key West,
Fla., Oct. 20. The
s
E. Miller, relative to the initiative and "Messrs. M. R. Mendelson, C. A.
of five Barry, ss.;
c
Later Mr. Eckert was connected day to place Dr. Cnppen on the wit-- French
steamer Louisi-nes- s to produce an export surplus
Chicago: Scheckard If; Schulte rf.;
referendum.
and J. D. Humphreys, Banquet with several of the largest telegraph
stand to let him tell his own ana from Havre for Havana and Xew million bushels.
Hofman cf.; Chance lb.; Zimmerman
File No. 86, by Isidoro Armijo, relatCommittee, Raton, N. M."
of the country in a high story of the disappearance of his Orl
companies
2b.; Steinfelt 3b.; Tinker ss.; Kling
officers.
state
of
ing to term
in
murHe was director
official capacity.
wife, Belle Elmore, with whose
thirty miles east of here About half
c; Reulbach or Cole P.
File No, 87, by W. E. Garrison, reof her 500 passengers have been
many large corporations, Including the der he is charged.
Players Cheered.
ballot.
Australian
to
the
lating
uilc noDuiftuvc wuiiouj , ui me cAyci lb luuttj ncic ucnicicu iu urougnx nere ana tae others are
Oct. 20 The Chicago
Chicago,
relaE.
W.
Garrison,
File No. 88, by
the Union Pacific railroad and the the alleged scar on the body which thought to be in no danger,
came on the field almost two
players
tive to educational institutions.
Texas and Pacific railway and the the defense declared was only a fold
hours before the game and spent the
Steamer Struck Monday,
File No. 89, by J. H. Canning, relatAmerican Telegraph and Cable Com- of the skin but the medical men were
time in batting practice. The AthKey West, Oct. 20. The steamer
!
indebtedness.
ing to bonded
pany. In 1892 he was made president not shaken from their assertion that struck during the hurricane on Mon-thletics were cheered by the admiring,
relamark was left from a wound of day.
and general manager of the Western
File No. 90, by W. E. Lindsey,
though partisan crowd. When they
an' operation.
Union Telegraph Company.
rwo Schooners Wrecked,
made their appearance, Bender reCrippen, paler than at
ting to duties of state offices.
C.
Victims
Fall
and
Firemen
Hall
E.
eviJames
Eight
followed
the
File No. 91, by
any time before,
ceived an ovation.
A mist of rain
Key West, Oct. 20 The American
Accumulated
Rufus
Clark
to
taking
dence with strained intentness. The schooner Edward T. Stotesburg Is a
M. Compton, with reference
fell for the time but not enough to
to Horrible Accident in
NEGRO WOMAN KNOCKS
use.
medical evidence closed the case for total loss on Pigeon Key. One man
embarrass the players.
of private property for public
Big Fortune Raising
DOWN JOSE MARTINEZ.
New York
the prosecution. The defense will at- - was drowned. The Spanish schooner
Batteries Chicago: Reulbach
File No. 92, by James E. Hall, relatand
Potatoes
tempt to prove that the body found Marta from Havana has been dismast-waKling.
Philadelphia: Coombs and
ing to sectarian institutions.
20. Attracted
Oct.
Colo.,
Denver,
relatnot that of Dr. Crlppen's wife.
ed and abandoned.
Thomas.
File No. 93, by James E. Hall,
by faint cries for help to the alley
FACTORY EMPLOYES IN PANIC
First Inning.
ing to passenger rates.
Twentieth
and
Nineteenth
CONSCIENCE
between
HAD
SCRUPLES
GRAHAM
TO
WED
Strunke drew base on
Philadelphia.
WOMEN
FIND
CHAMPION
File No. 94, by James E. Hall, restreets
Lawrence
and
and Larimer
balls, and went to second on Lord's
"PINK PAJAMA GIRL.'
IN STEWART ISHAM.
Patrolman Power
ferring to religious toleration.
this
morning,
One
Girls
Thousand
and
early
Two
sacrifice and scored on Baker's single.
File No. 95, by James E. Hall, with
Indianapolis, ma., Oct. 20.
witnessed an assault by a negress upOne run.
Thought He Had to Make Resti- on
Thousand Men in Wild
reference to freedom of speech.
Ward of J. M. Barrie, Gives erick Etewart Isham, author, took
Martinez. The woman, Helen
Jose
tution for Others Wrong
and
Ch)cago Schreckard walked
Rush
Exits.
for
sue
with
man
Booth
down
who
to
the
Become
knocked
Bride
File No. 96, by James E. Hall and C..
of
had
Tarkington,
Smith,
Stage
to third on Schultz's single and
went
leg-to
offspecial
him
the
when
moral
declared
the
referring
and was choking
M. Compton,
Doing
standard
cently
Airman.
scored on Hoffman's sacrifice.
One
.
'
Jose Martinez, acicer arrested her.
among women is lower than the stand-Neislation.
New York, Oct. 20. A boiler explo- run.
' 20.
him
of
of
woman
men.
the
cused
ard
robbing
File No. 97, by E. D. Tlttman, proamonS
the
GraOct.
By
Denver, Colo.,
York, Oct. 20. Claude
sion at the bagging and rope plant
Second Inning.
husband was also arrested. hame-Whitviding for a state census.
the daring English air-- i
Tarkington's illustration of a wife's of the American Manufacturing Comterms of the will of Rufus Clark, bet- $10. Her
Philadelphia scored two runs on
relative
M.
Skeen,
P.
File No. 98, by
Davis' walk, Murphy's sacrifice, Barman, has flown high enough into the going through the pockets of her
ter known as "Potato" Clarkj which
to corporation commission.
to win the stage star band, Isham said, was far fetched"; and pany this morning killed six firemen, ry's double to left, and Coombs double
TAFT MAY APPOINT
bliss
of
File No. 99, by J. W. Childers, relat- was admitted to probate here yesterDEMOCRAT CHIEF JUSTICE. that has been his shining light
in reality the man s more prone to fatally injured two others and threw to right.
day, the United States government
For Chicago Tinker doubled. Beua-mon- t
famous "Pink Pa- - pay'his'poker bills under a distorted 2,000 girls and half as many men in a
ing to banks and banking.
the
Pauline
Chase,
File No. 100, by J. W. Childers, in Is bequeathed $3,500 because, accordNew York, Oct. 20. Among the can- jama Girl," has announced that she sense of "honor," than he is to pay his wild panic. Many were trampled upbatting for Reulbach walked
and Schreckard walked filling the
reference to ownership of lands.
ing to the will, In 1863 Clark knew of didates for chief justice of the United will give up her position of leading household bills,
on In the rush for the doors. The
Tinker and Beuamont scored
File No. 101, by J. W. Childers, ro the defrauding 'of the government of States supreme court whom President woman in "Our Miss Gibbs" to marry
it js a WOnder to me that the cause of the explosion Is a mystery. bases.
on Schulte's two bagger to left. Two
utine to homesteads and exemptions. that amount by a man he does not Taft is considering is Associate Jus- Grahame-WhitThe wealthy young women are as decent as they are,
runs.
The committee on schedules made know. "The fact was never reported tice Edward Douglas White. He Is
has dazzled the world scidering the various things in this
Third Inning.
its report providing for the extension, by me," Clark declared in the will, strongly urged for the. place.
with his daring in an aeroplane, but J;fe tney have t0 g0 up against," said MRS. GERTRUDE ATHERTON
Philadelphia. Mclntyre pitching for
of the territorial laws to the new state "and I now feel in honor hound to
to the no more than Miss Chase has by her j8ham, A man neVer ought to blame
was
DOESN'T
LIKE
CHICAGO.
White
Justice
appointed
of- make
Chicago. Collins single, scoring when
restitution." Clark's fortune of supreme court from Louisiana and is acting. They met nine
and the holding over, of territorial
ago in tne women too harshly, for the man
let Baker's single go by and
ficials until the state officers take $100,000 was accumulated in potato a Democrat.
It is believed the Presi Lionaon, wnere miss tnase was piay - nas all the eagy tning8 of ilfe and the 'Hideousness of City Exceeds My Schulte
Baker making third. Davis was hit by
growing. A large part will go to sup- dent will give very great weight to ing in the Edna May V'Girl From Up women all
chill's 6
Poor
the hard things to contend
Descriptive Powers,"
pitched ball. Murphy drove home
File No. 65, relating to primaries, port a training school founded by political considerations in making his There" Company.
She Says.
with."
run double over right field bleacher.
selection."'
was referred to the committee on elec- Clark in west Africa. ,
a
Pauline Chase is Washington girl.
Chance was ordered off the field for
hack
by
Clark bequeathed $5,000 to his wife,
tive franchise, being reported
J. M. Barrie, the noted English playChicago, Oct. 20. Mrs. Gertrude protesting claim should be double, Arthe committee on judiciary as not ap- Mrs. Ella Clark, an annual income to
for
foster
father.
her
is
is
happy today,
wright,
Atherton, novelist,
thur taking his place. Pfiester went
be derived through the sale of his
she has left Chicago. Mrs. Atherton in for
pertaining to its work.
OUN T RATE
Mclntyre. Barry lined double
The committee on ways and means property of $1,500, the residence In ARIZONA
SIX BALLOON CONTESTANTS
was in the city but two days, but in and scored
on Tinker's bad throw off
the
of
consist
cost
which he died and the ground,
HAVE LANDED.
printing
that time she let it be known that Thomas' grounder. Four runs.
reported on the
the
daily minutes. The committee made ing of eleven acres, upon which
thought the windy city just "horChicago no runs.
RAISED she
house is located.
Four Are Still to Be Heard From But
v
rible."
no recommendation.
Fourth Inning.
Clark
of
To
his
Concluded
Walker
to
Have
in
me
a
Are
like
printBelieved
daughter,
rests
Mary.
favqr
upon
"Chicago
J. H. Crist spoke
no runs. Chicago no
Philadelphia
as
her
to
be
secure
to
so
as
paid
Their Flight.
bequeathed $5,000,
weight. It suffocates me," Mrs. Ather- runs.
ing the daily minutes,
and
I
ton said. "The hideousness of It ex
an impartial record of the constltu-- soon as the executor qualified,
Fifth Inning.
Is 123,041 Inhabitants St. Louis, Oct. 20. Six of the inter- Bank of England Advances ceeds my poor descriptive powers. If
$15,000 when the estate is settled.
tional convention.
Philadelphia no runs. Chicago no
of
H.
Clark
It
Five
From
Four
his
contestants
To
to
are
balloon
will
It
national
in
I
I
ever
George
live
brother,
rate,
the
hope
Chicago
present
He said that at
Less Than New Mexico
runs.
South Coventry, Conn,- $1,500 is be
known to have landed, two in Wisconbe in some future incarnation."
Per
Cent
delegates would have to carry a has-- ;
Sixth Inning.
is
codicil
Canada.
Off
Can
Boast
it
In
the
stipu
three
one
in
in Michigan,
Mrs. Atherton still believes that
sin,
ket or a gunnisack to carry all the queathed.
no runs. Chicago no
Philadelphia
of
a
friend
S.
Sweet,
It is believed that the, other four are
cigarette smoking among women will runs.
files as they accumulate. He said that lated that Fred
re, deceased, be awafded $1,000 for acting
been
reano
have
no
indis-can
see
common.
but
soon
"I
be
be
reports
down,
would
record
a
such
daily
Seventh Inning.
administrator Of the estate.
son why women shouldn't smoke cigOF
CENT ceived from them. Thd Swiss balloon TIGHT
66 PER
penslble to each delegate. He said as
four runs. Steifeldt
Philadelphia
Dusseldorf
the
the
added
she
she
that
will
Azura,
and
Helvetia,
said,
arettes,"
the cost of printing piecemeal
fumbled
Davis
Baker's
grounders.
be
heard
to
are
II.
and
America
smoked them herself.
yet
be more than the printing of a daily JAPANESE BOY WHIPS
Tinker fumbled Murphy's
singled.
from St. Outburst of Speculation in Amehave
been
from.
away
to
conveniMATES.
the
referred
They
CLASS
He
HIS
of
WHITE
One
Eighth
Neighboring
journal.
Davis and Baker scoring
grounder.
Louis more than 60 hours.
rica Is Blamed
DAUGHTER OF COLLEGE
ence of binding a daily journal. There
Is
on Barry's third double.
Thomas
Territory's
Population
fact
IS
he
said
DROWNED.
PRESIDENT
that
the
for it.
is no denying
walked.
Denver, Colo., Oct. 20. Driven to
Murphy and Barry scored
A
Indian.
HAVE
DID
COOK
on
statehood
this state is not a unit
on Coombs' single.
desperation by the taunts of some of
CORNER ON FAKING
Pocomoke City, Md., Oct. 20. Miss
as an abstract fact, and that the peo- his Caucasian classmates at the
Chicago no runs.
20.
was
As
Oct.
expected
London,
AnCaroline Eaton, daughter of President
ple should be officially informed. He
Washington, D. C, Oct. 20. The Berlin, Oct. 20. Professor
Eighth.
school, Oda Genechl, aged 17,
raised
the
of
bank
the
Coltoday
England
Beloit
of
submitted an estimate as to cost a
Eaton
Edward
This
as
of
famous
Arizona is 204,354.
German
dreas Galle, the
Dwight
No runs.
went on the warpath In population
Philadelphia.
Japanese,
"
for
be
would
$2,500
he
from
four to five per lege, was drowned with her fiance,
'which
thought
Two runs. Hoffman lined
several
Anglo-Saxodays Is an increase of 81,423 or 66.2 per tronomer of Postdam, has issued a rate of discount
Chicago.
style
good
the sixty day's session.
1900. New Mexico's popu statement in which he declared that cent in order to protect Its reserve Henry
Page Dennis, of Foxboro, a two bagger, Scheard walked, both
ago and as a result of the clever use cent, since
C. J. Roberts, said that Mr. Crist
Mass. The tragedy was not discovered scored on
is 327,396, or 123,042 more than Commander Peary did not reach the which has been steadily depleted.
lation
A
several
are
youths
of
his
there
"mitts"
passed hall under ground
alhad in his argument consumed
in the institution nursing bruises and that of Arizona. Its gain In ten years north pole. Professor Galle declares fresh outburst of speculations in until the sailboat in which the young rule.
the
in
of
worth
space
$23.43
ready
In the ninth inning no runs were
wounded pride. And as an aftermath was 67.8 Ier cent or 132,000, which is that none of Peary's methods of America and many American finance couple had started for a pleasure trip
daily journal.
now 51,000 more than Arizona's gain. "One- - reckoning his position in the far north bills placed here are factors to be from Beverly, the historic Dennis made on either side.
is
of
the
the
Japanese
conflict,
a
to
jourdaily
print
The resolution
was
The Score.
formerly eighth of Arizona's population is In were reliable and that even had Peary reckoned with in the monetary situa- homestead on Pocomoke river,
nal was thereupon laid on the table given a wide berth byi theallowed
of Pitts
mouth
found
at
the
of
New
the
he
earth
empty
of
'axis
the
reached
while
the
future.
of
A
tion
12 15 1
to
money
only
and
tight
white
Philadelphia
dian,
boys
belligerent
"
creek.
'would not have known it.
market is sure to result.
5 6 4
Mexico's population is Indian.
of his way.
Chicago
tenor
even
the
pursue
on
Eight.)
Page
v (Continued

New Mexico has fallen heir to anThe convention was called to order
fortune and the intimation is
other
A.
Charles
m.
President
by
at 2:35 p.
that several estates to which no heirs
Spiess.
have been found will revert to the
invocation by the chaplain, Rev. Ju- Territory besides the $30,000 farm re'
cently acquired by the commonwealth.
lius Hartman.
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero
W.
Minutes by Chief Clerk George
today received $586.18, which escheatwere
approved
The
minutes
Armijo.
ed to it from the estate of George
as read.
Gebhardt in Grant county, and which
The following files were introduc- was remitted by the administrator,
Thomas W. Holson. In the past, owed:
ing to the lose probate laws, not evNo. C9, relating to homesteads and ery estate of intestates who died withexemptions, by G. A. Richardson. Re- out heirs benefited the territorial
treasury but disappeared between the
ferred to committee on taxation.
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warden, Maurice R. Williams, of Las
Vegas; junior granu warden, W. P.
Chisum, of Roswell; grand secretary,
A. A. Keen.of Albuiueriue.
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M.

WAS ECZEMA

Drew Piece of Peanut Into Lungs
and Died The two year old child ot
und T. P. Bell died at St.
Mary's hospital
Incense.")
at Roswell from the effects of drawing
ask not
If
It Spread All Over His Head
a small piece of peanut into its lungs.
When shall 1he day be done, anJ The parents reside at the Yellow
Touched It would Bleed and Leave
rest come on;
House ranch.
Raw Spot Coul ! not Go to School
1
i ray not
Marriage Licenses Issued At Albu-SThat soon from me tlie "curse of querque yesterday marriage licenses
pent $200, Still He was Bald.
toll" be gone;
were issued to Francisquita Salazar,
1 seek not
Got Cuticura. In Six Weeks He was
of Canoncito, and Donaciano L. GutierA sluggard's couch with drowsv rez, of San Antonio, and to Silvia N.
Well and Had Growth of Hair.
curtains drawn.
Sears and Clayton Hocker, of Albu"One day, when my lov was five years old,
Eut give me
querque.
I noticed a so.c on the top ot his head. I was
Time to fight tho battle out as
Also VARIETY FRESH YEAST
Spike in His Brain A surgeon yesand lie said it
alarmed, so I culled in Dr.
best I may;
terday at Las Vegas, withdrew a large was eczema. After treating it for a week
it
fifspread all over his
And give me
spike from the skull and brain of
head, so the doctor
Hosford.
and place to labor still teen months old Kenneth
Strength
advised us to see a
VVEJGIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
son of Mrs. Esther Hosford, a domesat evening's gray;
specialist In New York,
CASH PURCHASES
.
ALL
WITH
by the name of
tic at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Then let me
lie said it was a bad
Nahm. The child will recover.
ease ot ringworm and
Sleep as one who toiled afield
Mina
Unconscious Miss
recommended astudent
Found
through all the day.
We doctored
of his.
what
Keese, a domestic at las Vegas, was
promise you if you
with him a long while
unconscious on the floor at the
found
and
spent about $200
Fire at Artesia Fire badly damaged
and the hoy's head was
visit our store for
home of Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Stern. A
pair of
still hald. He had a
a lrame block at Artesia, Kaay coun
and
who was summoned
looking litdisgusting
physician
Shoes.
It would
tle, head.
ty, the property of the Dyer, Hardwick
No
Taiephon
toutheast Corner Plaza, Santa Fa.
diagnosed the case as appendicitis scale over night ar.d if you touched it it
and Company,
would bleed and leave a raw spot. All this
An operation saved the young womof
sSign
time he had not been able to go to school,
Regal leathers never
Death of Infant Child The infant an's life.
although he was eislit years old.
child of Mr. and Mrs. Pedro Garcia ..Beastly Weather at Albuquerque
named
said,
"Then an old druggist
Hosyour feet. Regals give you a
'Whv don't you take him to the
died at Estancia, and was taken to So says .ast evening's Albuquerque
pital", as they have cured a young lady with
But they said the
Tribune-Citizen- :
Remedies?'
Tajique for interment.
"Today is one of the the Cuticura rase
snug, easy fit no pinching, no loose
had been different. So we
lady's
few really beastly days on Albuquer- - voung
Marriage License Issued A
decided to trv the Cuticura Remedies ourselves. We got Cuticura Soap, Ointment and
rubbing.
license has been issued to Marl- - que's year calendar. Wind, dampness
you are
Resolvent and thev gave our boy Immediate
ano Romero and Kloisa .warquez or and clouds make a combination that relief
with the first application and in six
s,
standing
walking
weeks' time he was weil and had a growth
Willard, Torrance county.
are the limit."
of hair. Now he is fourteen and has a nicer
Yardmaster Transferred E. A. Mc-- j
The
all
Automo-children!
of
,'
hair
other
my
Burned While Adjusting
A
day long, Regals are always
frowth alt saidthan
he would be bald or his hair
Namara, yardmaster at Raton of the bile W. P. Hall was badly burned
would come out in white spots, and several
Htyiisk,
transbeen
comfortable
has
Fe
Santa
always stylish
railway,
doctors said to take the child to the incurable
at Artesia, Eddy county,' while adjust-We had at least seven doctors and
1 1
i
ferred to Colorado Springs.
his automobile. He short circuit- - hospital.
we received no benefit from any. Mrs. Harry
ling
ana
,
Fulker-sonserviceable.
ATen'i
Young Fulkerson Dies Bert
IS
ed the wires from the batteries and Fee, Liberty Corner, N. J., Feb. 25, 1910."
Cuticura Remedies sold throughout the worM.
a young man, of Springer, who caused an explosion of his gasoline
Potter Drug & Cuem. Corp., Sole Props., Bonoa.
was arrested last week for trying to which scattered all over him inflict-- ;
of
a
in
fit
mother
kill his
insanity,
jing painful but not serious burns,
has died.
Winter at Las Vegas "Snow, the THEOLOGIAN DECLARES BISHOP
SELIGMAN BROS. COMPANY.
McNabb Out on $500 Bail E. G. first that has been seen here in many
nBBMIHIIIIWIIlHlllllllll
MATZ IS THE VICTOR.
McNabb, a traveling man, charged months, fell during the greater part
with the murder of H. H. Hargis at of last night and all of today. The
M fl1 IH laWUFFT""
Vaughn, Guadalupe county, is out un- storm began with a drizzling rain Sees No Sweeping Victory for Father
der $300 bond.
o'clock a
Carrigan, Despite Denver Paper
early last evening. By
Head Lines.
Burglars Busy Again at Las Vegas-Burg- lars stiff breeze had sprung up in the
night before last entered the north and was driving before it a
store of the Las Vegas Mercantile heavy storm. The temperature took
The head lines of a Denver paper
Company at Las Vegas, and rifled the a deciaett urop ana L.as vegas was calling attention
to
the alleged
cash register mit ma not secure mu.r ,
ed ln tne rasi) of real winter "Sweeping Victory for Father CarriMANUFACTURER
tnan o.
Ontic.
weather." Las Vegas
Is the kind you get
gan" have attracted the notice of a
To the Asylum Martha E. MarceSchool Population of Texas CitiesJEWELER
well known theologian here and he
lino of Liberty, San Juan county, was r.iitot cchnnl
f you buy from us.
returns eive .
"
neaa lines are mis- brought to the city yesterday by Sherscool declares tnat tnese
-i- d; "The
alleged
You will also get a
111 Dufur of San Juan county.
He will
'
t
take her to the territorial insane asy- 41 0 sweeping victory for Father Carrigan
heater that w i 1
as
Denver 18 n act V1C'
lum in Las Vegas.
Denison 3,727, Laredo 3.180. Paris
tor
Cam"
uatzFather
tory
B"hP
Contract Let for School House
3 020,
Texarkana
Sherman
3,015,
bnrn less fuel and
The school district of Obar, Quay ;R1S PnrmiR Christi 2.653. Browns-- San has haa to Sive UP his Parisn of
Naraanof
county, has let to L. C. Miller
ladiate more htat
ville 2,523, Tyles 2.518, Temple 2.428, St. Partcik and will be assigned to
B
visa. the contract for the construc- Marshall 2,357, Amarillo 1,829, Wichi- other. The bishop is recognized as a
OK WORK IN OUR LINE DONE TO OKDKK
BIVKRY IIKSORIPTION
concrete
than anynther make
$.",000
tion of a modern
member, for life, of the commission
!ta Falls 1,820.
GAME HEADS MOUNTED
school house at Obar.
in charge of the church property. And
on the market.
Typhoid Fever at Fort Worth-T- wo'
since Father Carrican submits to the
Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty
0F SEAS0N
ill with typhoid fever in
in
Hindus,
of
decision
SANTA
the
FE.
VISITS
apostolic delegate
aj
Send for prices for tanning and lining-furand hides for rugs and robes
hospital at Fort Worth, Texas. this And Temperature of 26 Degrees at 6 Washington, before whom the contro--veewards
from
their
naked
escaped
versy was finally brought for a decis- Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kinds
a, m. Tes That Winter
antt were overpowereu oy bia m emeu
jg Nigh.
lion, the cenBures tnat the prieBt in.
on the streets.
Santa Feans woke up this morning curred are, de facto, cancelled.'
GKNKRAL MERCHANDISE
Gabafdon is Dying Antonio Gabal-dotheir city under a white mantle,
seeing'
CANON
from
M,
SANTA FK. N.
PHONE
is dying at Albuquerque
436 ROAD
the cows were surprised and,WELL KNOWN LAS VEGAS
Even
Ou r lin e is compoppd rf tbf Cf
BLACK 19
last week.
stab wounds received
several of them were so disgusted at
BANKER PASSED AWAY,
Eliseo Chavez is being held on the the
(Coles Hot Blast) which burns ccal or
disappearance of the deep green
Gabal-don'wood equally well.
charge of having been one of
had
which
intently
B
well
F
known Las
grazel
they
grass
januaryi a
assailants.
the day before, that tney express-- , gag banker, died this forenoon at his
Come in and let us point out to you the
Wedding at uelen On October 24, ed their chagrin by licking two bill home in the Meadow City of gallat the Catholic church at Belen, Miss boards on North Palace avenue. The stones. At
was
that
superiorty of the Coles.
thought
first, it
Trinidad Baca, daughter of Mr. and snow was very llgnt. However, auu he was
from typhoid fever.
suffering
Mrs. Juan Rey Baca, and Jose Cha-- measured Only 0.2 of an inch. The
ves, son of Mr. and Mrs. urescencio first killing frost of the season occurMany Doctors Prescribe
Chaves, will be married.
or early this morn- - proprietary mediclurfs under
last
Latin
red
late
night
We have it.
Hit's Hardware
o??4e.
Guilty of Murder in the Second De- ing. Ther was a decided drop in the nama charging for the written p.re- was
found
gree Francisco Enriquez
temperature during the night and at scription three times the cost of the
u UC5.CC c a m the minimum was 26 degrees ; medlcine and do not hesitate to con-a- t
guilty ot muraer in me
Las Cruc.es for killing a bystander
u a recQrd for ms season. The demn that self.same medicine if it is
while he was shooting at a man at
waa below freezing by 11 advertised nr mentioned hv the rmblic.
La Union, Dona Ana county.
o'clock last night and after that hour j There are, however, many honest
DAY ANIGHT
Abused His Wife Rafael Rivas Jack Frost was king. In a few days doctors who do not hesitate to openly
125 PALAUR
130 RED
AVE
AND RETAIL
PHONE
was given $10 and costs, or 15 days in very few leaves win be left on the recommend and prescribe such stand
DONE.
ANO SATISFACTORILY
PICTURE FRAmJftG TASTEFULLY
his
for
abusing
jail at Albuquerque,
RATON
trees, and very few coats of men will ard remedies as Lydia E. Pinkham's
wife. W. Lee, S. Laubach, M. Torres, be left
YANKEE
Compound.
Vegetable
M. P. Pender paid $5 a piece and costs
The minimum temperature yester
CERR1LLOS
was
while
it
wine
for looking at the
day was 30 and the maximum was 41
red
degrees.
Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smiihirg Coal. Stebtt Coal.
Coal Veins The
Opening More
The relative humidity at G a. m. was
Sawed Wood and Kindling.
is
Coal
Mountain
Company
Rocky
96 per cent and at 6 p. m. It was
MONTEZUMA AVENUE
prospecting for coal in the canyons; 8S, making the average relative hu- CAPITAL COAL YARD.
Near A. T. & S. F. I'epot.
north of Blossbure. Colfax county. A
midity 92 per cent.
85
Telephone
Telephone 85
'
what is HUmidity
,u:.c'"
Said an expert on climate today:
be developed.
Persons reading that the average re-24 E SAN FRANGISCO ST
numidity for Santa Fe yeste,!
SOLE AGENTS FOR
92 per cent must
rous and Thomas Gilpin were married day was so high as
distm-- ,
s
Men's
at the church of the Immaculate Con-- ' not be alarmed. They must
(nailed) - - 75c
Ladies' half soles - - - - 50c
oentim, hv Rev. M A. D. Rivera. guish between absolute humidity and
50c
Rubber heels
Charles Trambley was best man, and; relative humidity. Ausolute humidityWholesale and Rtuil Dealers in
As a Protection for yourself demand an Abstract J)o you know whether
FIRST CLASS WORK
is vapor present at the time of obserMiss Louise Wratrous, bridesmaid.
you nave an absolute title to the property wblcn you now own?
GUARANTEED.
Masonic Grand Lodge Officers The vation, this being expressed either inj
Fioar, Hay, Grain, Potatoes,
Grand Lodge of Masons at Roswell, the expansive force exerted by the,
Realty & Insu-anc- e
has elected the following officers: vapor, or in its weight in grains per j
ra.dfheoTyK,e- THE SANTA FE ABSTRACT
Agency
Grand master, E. L. Medler, of Albu- - cubic foot of air. The 'relative' hu-- 1
Salt and Seeds
the
B.
W.
ascertained
is
dividing
by
master,
midity
grand
querque; deputy
Santa Fe, N , M
Catron Block
TelB)ak76
Walton, of Silver City; senior grand, amount of vapor that might exist ifTHE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAN HOUSE IN SANTA FE
absothe
the air were saturated by
lute humidity. In this case saturatState of Ohio, City of Toledo,
For
year? the only
Lucas County. ss.
ion, is represented by 100, but this
first class tonsorial parlor
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that high value is rarely reached except
Fe.
in
he is senior partner of the firm of during a fog or mist. Over the surASSURED
SATISFACTION
& Co., doing business face of the ocean the relative humidF.
s
J.
EODORK
Cheney
'
OUR NEW FITCH
rinSI GLAoS corrick-shackunejKRIOK. Prop
in the City of Toledo, County
and ity is usually above 90 per cent, but
TREATMENT
State aforesaid, and that said firm in dry winter weather over land the
HACK SERVICE
and Saddle Horses
will pay the sum of ONE HUNDRED value may fall below 50 per cent while is guaranteed to cure, (not only
PoFSrp-Baggies
l
DOLLARS for each and every case of in deserts 20 per cent or less is far relieve, Dandruff, falling hair &
irrit-ttionsCatarrh that cannot be cured by the from uncommon.
We also
other
use of Hall's Catarrh Cure.
a complete Une of all the
As Low as 5 Per Cent.
carry
FRANK J. CHENET,
"On the Bummit of mountains a hu- popular hair and facial tonics.
Sworn to before mt and subscribed
cent has been
HERPICIOE, DE LUXE QUININE & FITCH
In my presence, this 6th day of De- midity as low as 5 per
recorded during the occasional very
cember, A. D., 1886. ,
BATHS BATHS BATHS
DIAMONDS
dry spells that are found from time
1
in
A. W. GLEASON,
in
Qm
Public. to time."
HUBBS
(Seal)
LAUNDRY
Notary
Ageuts
i
MANUFACTUMR OP
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken internPhone us,
Right Prices
1 ally and ects directly on the blood Good results always follow the use laundry enwewillbefrladtocallforyour
Monaaye and Tuesdays
nitd
Goods
j
Right
and mucous surfaces of the system. of Foley Kidney Pills. They contain and deliver on Thursdays and Fridays
Data
Mathad
g Send for testimonials free.
Right Service
All work Is guaranteed; yo'r
just the ingnedtentis necessary to
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O. tone, strengthen and regulate
the
socks are mended and buttons
M
Bewed on you ahirts. without
and
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
kidneys and bladder, and to cure
Bon fiasiar Avenue
extra charge.
SANTA FE, N. M.
Take Hall's Family Pills for
backache. Sold by The Capital PharFrancisco
San
L34S
'.
PHONE RED 122. T HONE RED 122.
macy,

Imnenal
Jersev Cream

Pansy

A MAN'S PRAYER.
iFrom Waltnuin Barbe'u "Ashes

Four

1

Bobolink

Solid Comfort In

AL

That's

inter Grocery Co.

we
a

FWal

"burn"

mar-iag-

CALL AND SEE

e

Whether

FOR YOUR:

cr

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF

in-do-

or

out-door-

Ml

1

$350 $400 $450 $500

Diamonds. Watches, Clocks
Jewelry, Silverware, Decorated
China. Novltien,
Leather and Leather wnony

ll

Goods.

HEATING STOVES THAT HEAT

;

'

5. Spitz

rnUJ

-

....

--

"P0'.

'

I TAXIDFRR1IST TANNER & FURRIER

'

-

1

-

s

k

,

FRANK F. GORMLEY

n

j

j

s

n

j

t

i
i

MULLIGAN &' RISING

1

Funeral Directors
Licsnsed Embalmers

&

W?A?SlRS

;

'

WHOLESALE

Wood

Screened

j

Lump

;

NICK YANNI'S

Onion Sets, Alfalfa Seed.

r

Alt kinds of Garden and Field Seeds.

SHOE SHOP

:s:Tn

(

j

VeTSeMrEU

International Stock Food

ABSTRACT REAL ESTATT 1ISSIJRANCE

half-sole-

LEO

HERSCH

j

.

KERR'S

.

PLAZABARBER SHOP
i9

j

Santa

LIVELY STABLE

.

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surrics, Saddle Horses

Call up 'Phone 9

YONTZ

WATCHES

MEXICAN FILIGREE

,T'"d

JEWELRY
Silverware
Cut Glass, China

the
When Need of Anything
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
RATES RIGHT.

f

I

CHAS. CLOSSON

St

Why

he is tne one who, through study and
training, is best fitted to treat the illness
THAT'S HIS BUSINESS.

Because
successfully.

you Send for the doctor when
there is sickness in the house?
Do

Our Business

is to compound scientifically

the medicine your doctor or

ers. And we are the best fitted through education, ex.
eriencp, and facility, to do his biddind.

BRING EVERY PRESCRIPTION TO US FOR RESULTS

ZOOK'S PHARMACY

pe
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public schools from kindergarten to
university.
THE CONVENTION
Mr. Sims of Cochise also introduced
We are fortunate indeed to be able
a proposition relating to the disposi.ur
to profit by the experience o
Did you ever stop to think of the many ways in which a
tion of school lands providing that
neighbors. The public utterances of
AT PHOENIX none should be sold within a period of perfect oil heater is of value ? If you Want to sleep with your winSanta Fe residents on the following
dow open in winter, you can get sufficient heat from an oil heater
twenty-fiv- e
years.
subject will interest and benefit
while you undress at night, and then turn it off. Apply a match
thousands of our readers. Read this
Territorial Secretary Busy.
statement. No better proof can be
in the morning, when you get out of
few, if any, busier hives
Delegates Not Anxious to of There are about
had.
the capitol than the
bed, and you have heat while you dress.
industry
Albino Ortega, College St., Santa
Have Their Actions MinThose who have to eat an early
office of Secretary Young, where
aj
Fe, X. M., says: "I am very grateful
breakfast before the stove is radiating
bevy of beautiful young ladies are en- Recorded
utely
for the benefit I have received from
.
heat can get Immediate warmth from
gaged in the work of settlement with
the use of Doan's Kidney Pills. For
the thirteen boards of supervisors of
an oil heater, and then turn it off.
my
trouble
I
from
had
several years
the territory for the expense of the,
The girl who practices on the piano
me
was
hard
for
Busy kite election. These settlements In-- J
back and kidneys. It
a cold room in the morning can
in
to do work on account of pains in my
olve not only a great deal of corres-- j
have
warmth from an oil heater while
loins and any sudden movement agalso
but
pondence with the boards
she
and then turn it off.
was
Satisfied
rest
Election
Not
trouble.
Officers
plays,
elec-My
;
my
gravated
with aggrieved members of the
The member of the family who
disturbed by a too frequent desire to
With Allowance Granted by
tion boards of the hundreds of pre-- j
has to walk the floor on a cold winvoid the kidney secretions and the
cinets, who have found Uncle Sam a
Uncle Sam.
ter's
passages were scanty and painful.
night with a restless baby can get
much less iiberal personage than he
Q,
Public statement given by local peo
hud been reputed to be.
temporary heat with an oil heater, and
u.....
fry
ple who had used Doan's Kidney Pills
Phoenix, Ariz., Oct. 20. The
then turn it off. The
;;--'f
The chief complainants are the
with benefit, induced me to try them. ond week of the constitutional con- marshals, who find themselves
a good deal of held down to a per diem of $3, while
I had used one box. my back was free vention opened with
other members of the election boards!
and
creaking, indicating that,
from pain. My kidneys are now nor- grinding
SMOKELESS
as murh as $3.
was not working! gotOne election marshal of
1
mal and I feel better in every way. the machinery
Cochise!
I have great faith in the curative smoo,hiy in all of its parts or in many county attributed his shortened pay
,
powers of Doan s Kidney fins.
of them. The preliminaries had not to Secretary Young himself. He ack-Absolutely smokeless and odorless
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 all been
voucher
his
of
the
the plans for put- nowledged
receipt
arranged;
Is Invaluable in its capacity of quickly giving heat. Apply a match and it is Inv
cents.
Co.,
Buffalo,
ting members on permanent record in sarcastic terms. He wrote, "Three
New York, sole agents for the Unlt- - were
mediately at work. It will burn for nine hours without refilling. It is safe,
not complete. That is to say, dollars a day is the price we pay la-- j
smokeless and odorless. It has a damper top and a cool handle. An indicator
ed States.
of
111,
the
country.
the
to
no
this
as
was
in
borers
there
part
agreement
always shows the amount of oil in the font.
Remember the name-tak- -- Doan's and
time
next
the
but
11a me
the
of
official
.an
salary
It has an automatic-lockin- g
stenographer accept
employment
spreader which prevents the
no other.
wick from being turned high enough to smoke, and is easy to remove and drop
who should faithfully record the lan- you want an election marshal here,
back so that the wick can be cleaned in an instant.
guage as well as the gesture and the you'll get somebody else."
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
The burner body or gallery cannot become wedged, and can be quickly
As a matter of fact, the office of!
vote of every member on every ques- Finished in japan or nickel, strong, durable,
Connection made with Automobile
unscrewed for rewicking.
the secretary has nothing to do with
tion.
built for service, and yet light and ornamental.
line at Vaughn for Roswell, dally.
officials,
stenof
election
a
was
the
understood
that
It
compensation
Dialers Everywhere. If not at yours, write f r descriptive circular
Automobile leaves Vaughn for Roshad been agreed upon; that and especially with that of the office
10 me nearest agency oj ine
Tmr
well at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at Ros- ographer
is
diem
whose
i3 that it had been agreed that there of the marshal,
per
well at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves should be a
there fixed by paragraph 2351 of the revised
and
stenographer,
Roswell for Vaughan at 12:30 a. m. was a tentative contract in the hands statutes at $3 a day. Somewhat curi-- ,
.1
r.
r.Tl. at A n
Tha
.1
"U" n..f.rno
'
'of V D. O'Neill. It was the Larra-- ously the per diem of the other elec-.
.
i&re neiween sauia re ana lorraucoi bee contract in which the name of tion officers is not fixed and it has!
Is $5.80 and between Torrance and
O'Voill haH heen inserted in the TllaCB therefore varied in different counties,
Roswell 10. Reserve seate on auto- who might according to the breadth of super- - be
Joe
the duty of the clerk of the city of unanimously carried, it was ordered
mobile by wlre.- -J. W. Stockard.
week
visoral liberality. In some of the coun- - Santa Fe
,aBt
had
the
contrapt
,haye
to issue unto said applicant, that all owners of teams shall work on
-On the strength of this contract or ties, officials had been allowed $5 a a license
bearing a number. Said Montezuma avenue from the depot to
in others $10.
lii ense shall be in force for a period the capitol and every man between
Hir'TPllT i T T TTTIT p Tl TT wllat ne believed would mature into dayIn and
;
com-of
view of this variation
of 21 to 60 is required to
the
from the date thereof.
of one
I ll
1 Pl 11 1 A I i 1 A 1 V M I heavy patron of the Western Union nensation. which Secretary Young Sec. ".yearUpon receipt of such license give ages
three
clays work. And if there
and wired far and wide for expert saw would lead to inquiry at the de it shall lie the duty of the applicant j lie not sufficient labor and teams
His telegraph bills i""11""" n.hor,
nucn ho htllo TVPTlt In. Il8 inr owner of such automobile or other to finish up the work required the
For Best Lauadry Work stenographers.
ran to more than $50.
opened negotiations with the members
hide to cause to be placed, mayor is authorized to enter into conTnder this contract Mr. O'Neill was of the various boards and suggested at his own expense, upon his car in tract with the superintendent of the
That
leaves
basket
Monday Tuesday to receive $30 a day for forty days a uniform per diem of, say $5.
conspicuous places, front and rearj territorial penitentiary to finish the
Returns Thursday md Friday. and in case the convention should was agreed to and that is why other
in large num- work. The work to be done as per
sum. (opposite rear lamp),
longer than the biblical flood he officials than marshals get that
bers no less than 3 inches in height specifications on file in the clerk's
AGENCY at O. K Barber Shop last
is
whose
additional
was to get $30 for every
compensation
The marshals
the corresponding number of such li- office.
day. He was also to be allowed 20 fixed by law, of course, could get no cense with S. F.
Mrs FO. BROWN Agent
Counc ilman Lopez reported the opcents a folio. Chairman Winsor of more than that fixed compensation,
and settlement of Huena Vista
all
6.
Sec.
employed
That
ening
persons
23
Rpd'
No
Phone
the rules committee, which had charge
as chauffeurs shall pay an occupation and Hancock streets, and the clerk
of this matter, made a statement as
CITY COUNCIL PROCEEDINGS.
license in the Bum of two dollars per was ordered to have the deeds reto the probable cost of the employSanta Fe, X. M.. Sept. 21, 1910. annum; said license to be procured in corded for the same.
session
WOOUY'S HACK LINE ment of a stenographer on this basis. The Council met in regular
Councilman Lopez asked for further
the same manner as heretofore proThe folios at 20 cents, he believed, at 8 p. rn. with Mayor Seligman in the vided for the procuring of road license time to complete the right of way on
would not exceed $2,200.; the sten- chair. Upon roll call the following for automobiles, motor cycles, ancf Huena Vista street west of Don Gas-pa- r
Prom
per diem $1,200 and the members were present: Councilman other motor vehicles.
avenue, same was granted.
BARRANCA TO TAOS ographer's
printing of the journal would be not Alarid, Armijo, Baca, Lopez, Moya,
Councilman Baca asked for further
Sec. 7. That all persons before
CouncilThe proposition Ortiz. Wheeelon.
than $7,000.
Absent,
Meet Both North South more
they shall be legally qualified to op- time to investigate the sewer connecwas finally voted down as most of the man Gable.
erate any automobile, motor cycles tions made in the past without a perBounds Trains.
members were not any too anxious
The minutes of the last meeting or other motor vehicle in the ity of mit. It was granted with request to
rehave
words
to
actions
and
their
Leaves Barranca on the arrival ot
were read and approved.
Santa Fe shall satisfactorily pass an report at the next meeting.
the north bound train and arrives at corded too accurately.
The report of the city treasurer examination before the board of ex
Permission was granted to AttorWheu Mr. Winsor was asked what showed a balance of $6,282.77.
Taos at 7 p. m.
for ney Clancy to tap a sewer on Palace
the
mayor
aminers
by
appointed
Ten miles shorter than any other the committee had done about It he
The report of the city clerk showed such purpose, touching their qualin- - avenue, he having communed to tne
buildway. Good covered hack and good replied that those who had heard Gov- the collections ot licenses and
cations and knowledge of the auto- - original building of said sewer,
ernor Geer of Oregon in his speeches ing permits during the month of AuCouncilman
teams.
Lopez asked
mobiles, motor cycles or other motor
.
in this territory would remember his gust to the amount of $137.
sion to have a survey made of
to be operated.
sought
De
story aDiit. in statu quo. it
The report of the city marshal show
coin avenue and Washington avenue
referred
such
8.
That
persons
remembered that the governor aenn- - ed that the collections 01 nneb, uuS
"
7 of this ordinance shall provided he could secure the money
JOvD.UvJ led that classic phrase as "in a hell of lioonsps and carnival licenses all to In section
A
Trip
to taking such examination file and signers to the petition to have
prior
on
Mr- winsor sa'd n,s commit- - amounted to $133.50.
a flX-The report
their applications with the secretary these avenues paved and parked,
UOn t LfO It Yourself.
tp- - t,a(i nothing- new tn offer
where street committees was also read.
of
the board of examiners, accompany- - same was granted,
orupon Mr. Coker moved that the au
reAll reports were approved and
Councilman Wheelon reported
same with their examination fee
ing
thority which had been granted the dered filed with the clerk.
two dollars, and shall garding the widening of upper Palace
sum
of
in
the
committee on employ a stenographer
Councilman Alarid. as chairman of in such application specify the type, avenue.
He and the mayor were giv- be rescinded.
An amendment by Mr.
nn liehts. reported a
m
kind and make of automobile, motor en turtner time to secure tne consent
Ellinwood to continue the committee contract between the city and Water
oj- other motor vehicle sought 'of all property owners and were auuntil tomorrow was voted down and and Light Company, ine same
thorized to commence condemnation
ted
be
the original motion prevailed by a read, and the proper city officials
Sec. 9. That upon the passing ot proceedings if necessary,
vote of 34 to 10.
were authorized to sign the contract
There being no further business the
as provided for in
To meet the new emergency it was on behalf of the city and file same the examination
section 7 of this ordinance, the presi council adjourned.
resolved to change the word "min- with
ARTHUR SELIGMAX,
city clerk.
dent and secretary of the board of
utes" as they appear in the rules to
The city marshal reported the case examiners shall furnish such appli Attest :
Mayor.
"journal", restoring the original form of Jose Bustamante, a vagrant boy, cant with a certificate of qualification
T. P. DKLCADO, City Clerk.
which has been changed at the last and the matter was referred to the
and shall immediately thereafter noti-session.
attorney, to look up the law, ana fy the city clerk of the issuance of F0R MORE THAN THREE DECADES
The California judiciary system city
advise what to do with him.
said license.
Foley's Honey and Tar has been a
probably will be adopted by the conA netition was presented by coun
Sec. 10. That the maximum speed household favorite for coughs, colds
You are sure to make a blunder of vention as many delegates express oilman Lopez on behalf of the prop- of
moall automobiles, motor cycles,
nrHj aj!ments of the throat, chest and
it and maybe spoil something. Besides themselves in favor of it. One of the erty owners on San Francisco street, tor vehicles, and all other vehicles 1...
uur.b Contains no opiates. Sold by
introduced
as
today provides west of Fischer's drug store,
iar wunm tne corporace mines ul mic
you will lose more time than you can proposals
uij
a
ballot
for
tor the
judiciary
of Santa Fe shall be twelve (12) miles,
afford in trying to clean or press your with the names of the candidates ar west as Don Gaspar avenue,
uurnose of paving the street wltn per hour except that on the streets
own clothes.
Send them to us and ranged alphabetically.
vitrified brick and the city authorities surrounding the plaza the maximum O'NEI L MURDER TRIAL
AT GATE CITY.
Delegates introduced twenty-eigh- t
the job will be done easily, quickly,
were authorized to enter into contract
shall be eight (8) miles peri
proposals for articles yesterday. One with the superintendent of the terri speed
and
corners
In
thoroughly and economically. Besides, of
and
hour
rounding
these would render all public off- torial
penitentiary for such purpose.
it will be seen by your friends that icials
passing through San Francisco street j Raton, Oct. 20 The jury was
01
bid
a
subject to recall. Two provide
Councilman
Lopez reported
the plaza and Don Gaspar panelled in the case of the Territory
it was done by a professional and not drastic incorporation regulations deC. O. Carlson, as the lowest one tor avenue the maximum speed shall be vs. Thomas O'Xeil, after three
r
an amateur. Is not that worth some- signed to curb trust combinations unwater
building crossings and gutters,
(4) miles per hour. No automo cial venires of 60 names had been laArizona
der
charters.
thing.
ways and culverts. It was accepted, bile, motorcycles, or other motor ve- - sued and 48 jurors had been examined,
Others of the proposals would limit and
the committee on streets ana hide shall be left standing on the The first witness for the prosecution
number of bills introduced in the
was ordered to enter Into a street with the engine running.
Julius Muralter, Tailor. the
bridges
(was Dr. Diver of Dawson. He
legislature and restrict the railroad contract for such purpose and the
11. That every
automobile, plained the condition of the wound
Cor. Palace and Washington Avenues. commission of the new state to five
filed with the city clerk.
motorcycle, and every other motor ve- - and the examination of the body and
with the privilege of free transporta- proposal
The report of Mr. Blunt was ordered hide shall be equipped with a horn, stated that death resulted from the
tion on the roads they regulate. Into be made in "w riting for the next siren, or whistle; every automobile, wound inflicted by the gun shot,
We Have Built Up
structions were given the various
or other motor vehicle, except motor-- j The second witness caned was D. A.
meeting.
committees today to expedite the work
an
Councilman Armijo
presented
cycles, shall be equipped with three Sanders, night marshal of Dawson,
of the convention by drafting proordinance in relation to automobiles, lights, two in front, and one In rear
of
ami one of the two
posals themselves. A' proposition
and other bicycles which rear light red. Motorcycles shall be the affray. He stated that he was in
was presented by Dr. Moeur relating motorcycles,
for the first time and or- equipped with one front light; all
is known as the lower saloon
to the maintenance of a uniform sys- was read
dered
er vehicles shall be equipped with a: at Dawson on the night of April 19,
published.
tem of public, schools. The proposifollows:
The ordinance reads as
front light. All lights shall be lighted 1910, and there saw the defendant and
tion first dealt with the disposition
An ordinance concerning the regu- within forty-fivminutes, after sunset Byers, drinking at the bar. That he
of school lands, providing that their
of automobiles, motorcycles, and until daylight.
was In the place several times and
lating
in
fund
a
be
pershould
proceeds
kept
the licensing
or
other
all
all
and
12.
automobiles
vehicles;
Sec.
That
the two men quarrelling, and
noticed
petuity for the use . of the schools.
and other other four wheeled motor vehicles he
spoke to them and told them to
The lands were to be sold, the more of chauffeurs, automobiles,
vehicles.
shall be equipped with some
stop. Returning at about 1 o'clock a.
valuable first, in periods of ten, fifteen motor
the City Council of ding device when the streets are
he found both men still quarrelling
and twenty years. The schools were Be it ordained by
the City of Santa Fe:
and it was about this time that the
pery.
to be thoroughly
no re
Section 1. That it shall be unlawO'Neil remark-ionSec. 13. That none of the provis-- ; shooting took
ligious service was to be required of
con-leto operate any automoor
use
to
all night
been
have
those
ful
act
of
You
this
saying
excepting
any teacher or pupil nor was any re
vehicle within the tained in sections 10, 11, and 12 shall that you could whip me now come
In this bile or other motor
to
be applied.
test
ligious
our Paint business oy giving only the
of the city of Santa apply to visiting automobiles, motor on and do it take off your coat By- were included all sorts of corporate limitsunder
and by virtue of cycles or other motor vehicles, or ers replied that he did not have to
best grades for a reasonable price. proposition
Fe excepting
Every can of our Paint is reliable. It
the authority of a license or permit owners, drivers, or chauffeurs thereof, take off his coat to whip him, (O'N'eil)
is made of the best White Lead and
as hereinafter provided.
until ten (10) days after their arrival and he immediately slapped O'Neil
Every
colors, giving a uniform
Section 2 That the owner of any within the city of Santa Fe.
twice on the right side of the face,
about the vowlerrul
coat and spreading easily and" smoothautomobile or other motor vehicle
striking him so hard that O'Neii stag-thSec
any
That
person
violating
li.
kMARVELWhirlingSpray
ly without streaks or spots. These
shall pay annually a road license for
of this ordinance, up- - gered from the blow. As Byers was
roe new
pyriuge.
provisions
ttestr-- ii on conven
colors will not fade in the sun, and
such vehicle in the sum of five ($5.00) on conviction thereof in the court of rushing upon him, evidently to renew
ciennEea
ient.
they cover a large surface. One coat
dollars.
the police magistrate, shall be fined his attack, O'Neil drew his pistol and
of our Paint Is as good as two of other Ask your dmgplBtfoTit.
3. That all present owners for the first offense not to exceed ten fired.
Section
11 ne cannot suppiy uw.
kinds- MA RVKIi. accent
shall within ten (10) days from the dollars; for the second offense notj The main witness for the defendant
otlxer, bnt send stamp for
. day of
Hlnatrati
hnok Healed. Tt fftaefl
less than ten ($10) dollars nor more was Andy Buckley, the bar tender of
frill nnrrifml nrn And directions in
occur-thlr1910, and all future owners shall with- than twenty-fivaloaYile to ladies.
HAKVGL
($25) dollars; for the the saloon in which the killing
44 KaatSSd Street. JUCW
in ten (10) days after the receipt of
red.
offense not less than twenty-fivtheir automobiles, motor cycles, or ($25) dollars nor more than one
other motor vehicles, and on the. ... .
($100) dollars or the revoking of
of all
day of
YOU ARE CORDIALLY INVITED TO VISIT THE ROOMS OF THE
rights granted under any of the
each year thereafter file application provisions of this ordinance, or both.
"I used Cascareta and feel like a new
with the clerk of the city of Santa Fe
Sec. 15. That all examination fees,
I have been a sufferer from dysfor such license, and shall in Buch license fees, and fines collected under man. and
sour stomach for the last two
pepsia
(autothe
type
to
over
be
specify
turned
this ordinance shall
application
I have been taking medicine and
years.
kind
(gasomobile, motorcycle, etc),
the city clerk of the city of Santa Fe other drugs, but could find no relief only
WE HAVE A 'FEW MORE OUTLINE MAVAJ0 RUGS
line, steam, electric, etc.), and make and be Immediately placed in the city for a short time. I will recommend
for
THAT WE ARE GL0SIN6 OUT TO MAKE ROOM FOR
Cascareta to my friends as tbe only thin?
road fund.
(factory name) of motor vehicle
which license is sought, giving the
Sec. 16. That all ordinances or for indigestion and sour stomach and to
OUR NEW STOCK.
factory number of same.
parts of ordinances in conflict here- - keep the howew in gooa condition.
Sec. 4. That upon receipt of such
an1
iSck
Chunk, Pa.
Baskets
Curios
Blankets;
and ef-v
application properly signed by the. ap- ordinance 'SSft FTS?
potent TjuteGoo4
plicant under oath, and accompanied feet from and after its passage and ' Do Good. Never Sicken, Weaken or Gripe,0c, 2Sc, 90c. Never told In bulk. The grenby the necessary fee provided for In puuuuuiuu.
New Management.
S, E. Corner of Plazij
nine tablet stamped C C C. Guaranteed to
section 2 of this ordinance, it shall
926
care or row money back.
Upon "motion of Councilman Armijo
REAPING BENEFIT.

Temporary Heat Quickly

New Mexico Military Institute

.

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO,

i

;'

1--

"The Weit Point of the Southwest."
Army Officers Detailed by War Dfpftrtmeiil
Army Inspector RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS
"A."
Through Academic course, preparing young
men for college or for business life. Great
amount of open air work. Healthiest location
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TO RFECTfiO

of acy Military School In the Union, tocatfd
O.e garden
on the beautiful Pecos Va!!ey
spot of the West i. an e'evatlc.n of 1,700
feet above tea level, sunshine evr day, but
ittie rain or sno- - during session.
Eleven Officers.acd Instructors, all ftudu-ats from stardard
eastern colleges Ten
buildings, thoroughly furnished, heated, light
ed and modern ir all respects
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President, W
G, Hamilton, Vice President; J. Phelps White.
Treasurer; W M Atklnsou Secre.ary, atd W
A Flolay
For particular! an1 .illustrated
mIogat
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RIDE IN THE MOON
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well-mad- e,

Continental Oil Company
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30 H. P.
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1

1

1

$1,500
We repair and care for all makes
GASOLINE AND SUPPLIES.
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NTA FE GARAGE
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The kind that grows with your library
will fit practically any space
that
can be moved one unit at a time by one
person without disturbing the books that is
practical, artistic, and the only perfect sectional
roller- bookcase made. Fitted with
bearing doors ; base units furnished with or without
drawers; and all made in a variety of woods and
finishes adapted to any surroundings. Call and
see them or send for catalog 105 with interior
views showing arraoesineDt inJibrary .parlor, etc

that

rjto

non-bindin-

j
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1

g,

New Mexican Printing Company
Sole Agents, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
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spe-fou-

oth-Wh-

Rttfebe Stamps
WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE 8AME THING
FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT
DEAL OF TIME.
BUSY PEOPLE ARE
USING RUBBER
6TAMPS MORE NOW THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY
AVE TIME. AND TIME 13 MONEY THESE DAY3
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non-ski-

slip-im-
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Vfamm

well-groun- d

e
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Charles W. Dudrow

PRICE-LIS-

T

15
Stamp, not over 2 2 Inches onfl
Each additional line on tame stamp, 10c.
One-lin- e
and not over 3
Inches long
29o.
Stamp, over 2
Eacn additional line on stamp, 15s.
One-linand not ov er 5 inches long
25e.
Stamp, over 3
Each additional line on same stamp, 20c,
One-lin- e
t&e.
Stamp, over 5 Inches long, per Inch
Each additional line, same price.
(Curved lineu on Stamp count at two lines.)
Borders of all. shapes, under 3 Inches long way, 25c extra.
Larger sizes at proportionate prices.
Where type used is over one-hainch Inch In siz. tvt charge for on
line for each one-haInch or fraction.

One-lin- e

2

2

e

2

lf

lf

i

'.

d

e

e

hun-jdre- d

SOUR STOMACH

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company
-

DATES, ETC.
Local D?ter any town and dats for
Ledger Oater month, day and year in
Regular line Dater
'
Deflnance Model Band Cstsr
Wood
Cut
and
Rubber
Stamp
Signature,
Pearl Check Protector
PADS.
8TAMP
25 cants; 2
10 cents; 2x3 14, 15 cents; 2

SO

35

1.60
1.66
1.50

Fac-Sml- le

SELF-INKIN-

35

cents;

3

50

cents;

75

4

FOR TYPE 8PECIMEN8

J--

cents.
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ED'eiPd as SefODtl Class Matter
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
25
Oaily per week by carrier
75
Dally, per month, by carrier
65
Daily, per mor"i. by mail
7.00
Daily, per year, by mail

r

5:ua Fe

HYDROGRAPHIC SUR-- j
VEY.
During the recent trip of investiga-- j
tion by F. H. Newell and the board
of army engineers covering the different reclamation projects throughout
the territory, the work of Vernon L.
territorial engineer, was
Sullivan,
found extremely useful iii the matter
of the Rio Hondo project near
This project was almost abandoned by the reclamation service ow
ing to an insufficient water supply. Goinn- nvor thin nrnipft timvPVPYV thp TP- had their attention1
.lpmntinn
called by the Rio Hondo Water Users'
Association, the settlers under the project, to the report of the territorial
engineer on the hydrographic survey
of the Hondo river. This survey was
the most elaborate and complete hydrographic survey ever made in the
Territory. The survey mentioned was
brought about by the suit of the El
Rock Island Railway Com
Paso
pany to adjudicate the waters of the
Hondo river and in connection with
this suit the engineer took the oppor- tunity to investigate certain cohdi-

VALUE OF

-

Postnfflce.

Daily, six months by mail

$3.50
2.00
1.00

Weekly, pei year
Weekly, six months
Weekly, per quarter

60

A SLAM

It is not survagaries.
prising therefore to read the following in the Atchison Globe:
"When all the
incidental to
admitting Arizona arid New Mexico
as states is adjusted, not so many
more people will enjoy the privileges
and higner taxes of statehood. Ari
zona has a population about the size
of that of Allepheny, Pa., a Pittsburg

The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico I. is. sent to
every postofflct in the Territory, and has a large and growing t'rculat!
progressive people of the Southwest.
imong the Intelligent

suburb; 140,000. That isn't very many
for a state larger than Kansas. New
Mexico, can make a little better show
ing, counting Mexicans, of which
there are a large proportion.
The
census will probably give New. Mex- the fourth state in the Union in
area, a population of about 400,000, or
a few more than live in Kansas City
and suburbs. Yet each of these states
nave ,wo rnitf(1 States senators
thevU1
which was the water supply of
Hondo project, temporarily abandon-- j Probably there are 100,000 voters in
It was partic- the two states, if the Mexicans have
ed by the government.
ularly fortunate that the results could
tne trouble to become natural
A . v
Half the population of New
.
ineir trip aim u is nuiitju uuil luc uaia Mexi(' are
Mexicans and Indians."
contained in this report will be the
Tt is of no use to tell these benight
means of starting the development of
One of the ed visionaries that the people of New- this neglected project.
principal results obtained in the en- Mexico are to the manor-born- ;
that
gineers investigations was the enor-Th- their forefathers lived in New Mexico
mous
seepage
occurring in the
Hondo river a few miles above the before Kansas was ever heard of;
.
that the last census showed that
iw.umiueiiuuuuu
Slon
canal ana
had fewer foreign born c.iti- were made as to the method of oonj zenB
h
inhabitants than
serving this seepage thereby
an-otner bailiwick in the United
features
of
one
the
lacking
supplying
to make this project feasible and to States. A Mexican is a native of Mex- bring under irrigation about 1 0,000 too, and New Mexico has but few of
acres of the finest land in the Terri thesp uut tne U( hison and mogt eagt.
torv" '
ern Papers apply that, term to the na
tive born citizens of the Territory who
THE LEGISLATIVE PROVISIONS. are no more Mexicans, than the naThe clauses submitted by the
tive born Kansans are Swedes
or
of the committee on legislasome
Hungarians.
in
are
drastic
tive department
respects but they are a sincere effort
to meet some of the criticisms that GIVE INDUSTRY AND ENTERPRISE
are leve,ed against legislative bodie,
A CHANCE.
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ta-e-
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"

the General complaint

TL f

are
legislation
drawn very tight as to granting exemptions and immunities to favorite
or individuals. Every
corporations
temptation is removed from legislators to be swayed by any other
sense than that of duty and conscience, for not only are bribery to
be severely punished, but the altering
or changing or abstracting of any
meaBure without authority pending be- fore the legislature or passed by it.
are made a felony, a wise precaution,
for there have been incidents even in
New Mexico, where there was ground
for the suspicion that the law printed
in the statute book was not tne one
the legislature had intended to pass.
No legislator is to be appointed to
state office dnring his four year te-- m
nor to any office created or whose
emolument was increased by the legislature in which he is serving, that disqualification to continue for a year af
ter his term has xpired. The number
special

of .increased

cost of living.

"The same reasoning applies in a
general way to almost everything of
common use and consumption among
the American people. The average
family wears better clothes, uses better furniture and better dishes, prepares more elaborate foods, wastes
more in every line, occupies better
houses, rides more in street cars and
railroad trains, and demands more
amusements every year. Under such
circumstances even a marked ten- nency towarus uec.ee m u.c - .- vi-
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Masonic b

Capital Stock
Surplus and Undivided Profits

McCOKD.

Secretary.
Santa Fe Chapter No. 1
R. A. M.
Regular con

Santa
1, K.

5
3
'3

Fe Commandei
Nc
T. Regular couclav
Monday in eacl
at Ifffonic Hall a'

i

fourth
month
7:30 p. in.
J. A. MASSIE, E. C.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.

5
5
i?

oanta Fe Lodge of Perfection No.
14th degree.
Ancient and Acoepte'!
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meeti
on the third Monday of each montt
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening u
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza
3

,,,,.

2

I

(HnJ RruTJXTvruvjajuxp.riuinriruTj"UT

Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cor
Jially invited to attend.
JOHN W. MAYES, 32.
Venerasle Master
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32.

THE

Secretary.

POLICE HOTEL

B. P. O. E.

Santa Fe Lodge No. 460,B. P. O. B
holds its regular session on the sec
nnd and rourth Wednesday of eacl
month. Visiting brothers are invite'
A. J. FISCHER,
and welcome.
J. D. SENA,
Exalted Rule;
Secretary.

WILLIAM VAUGHN pROP,

One of the Best Hotels in
Cuisine &Dd
Table Service

the West

Large Sample,
Room for Commercial Travelers

Unexcel lpd

Knights of Pythias.
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, Knights o:
Pythias. Regular meeting 1st and 3:
Tuesdays in month at 8 o'clock in
O. O. F. hall, San Francisco St. Visit
Ing Knight's invited to attend.

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

WASHINGTON AVENUE

1

AUGUST REINGARDT, C.
rOHN K. STAUFFER. K. R. 6

G

The laire Hotel
Santa Fe, New Mexico
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT-

....

4

Completely

Attorneys-at-La-

renovated arid Deatly furnished.
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European plan. 'iRapnis 11.00 to 12 00 per day.
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E. C. ABBOTT
Attorney-at-La-

Practice 'n the District and Su
preme Courts.
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New Mexicc
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Attorneys and Counsel
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'If yon drop in at 5 o'clocx you can get a hot
-
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supper ready to eat and you will not have to

wait.

Serving

f

Our Increasing patronage 1b the
best proof that we merit yours.

HERRERA
THE HOTEL GORONADO G.LUPKProprietor

RATES

$1.00

A DAY AND UP

ALL MODERN CONVENIENCES

Gregg's Peerless Hotel

.

one-fift-

$150,000
80.000

ransacts at general hanking business in all its
Loans monc ' on the most favorable terms on all kinds oi
personal and coilatrrai eojrity. Buys and sells Ixnis an I
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys anJ sails
domestic and fr:iicn exchange and makes telegraphic irjusfer
of money to alt parts of t!ie civilized world on as liberal terms
as are given by any money transmiting agency public or
private. Interest allowed m time deposits at the rate ot three
per cenf per annum, on six months' r years' iitne. Liberal
advances made on consignments of livestock anv' products.
The bank executes all orders of its patrons in tlie baaxin- - line,
aid aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects,
as is consistent with safety and the principles ji sound bank-- i
ing. Safety deposit boxes tor ret. The patronage of the
niblic U respecfully solicited
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The significant decline in population
in the dry farming counties during the
PROFESSIONAL
CARDS
past few months, is warning that New
Mexico in order to hold its own, in order to be able to pay its way as a
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
state, must invite capital and new in
dustries to make their abode within
PAUL A. F. WALTER
its boundaries. The adoption of a safe
Attorney-at-Laand sane constitution will go a long Santa Fe,
New Mexico
way toward inspiring confidence in
Chas. R. Easley.
the money centers of the east. A con- Chas. F. Easiey,
Estancia.
Santa Fe.
stitution without the recent frills and
EASLEY & EASLEY.

thrills, without initiative and refer
endum, without railroad and corpora
tion commissions,
without unnecessary restrictions, will send up New
iIexico's credit way above par and
will bring capital, industries and de- vepment. A constitution of the Oklahoma and Oregon kind would handi
cap New Mexico for many years to
come and the state would languish un
til its people aroused to the foolishness of their course would rise In their
might to put the demagogues to the
rear and to give the men who build

raa
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Acting Maslei
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J. 6. bUh, Cashiei.
FRfU McK&lE, Assistatt Usfcur

President.
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hrma doctrines.
"It is already clear that there are
three distinct groups in the convention: a group made up of men who
are sincere in their advocacy of
dostrines; a group of men
who are not sincerely for socialism,
but are quite willing to train with
the socialist crowd because they
think it is the popular thing to do:
and, for a third group, the men who
are not only conservative, but are
quite anxious to produce a constitution which will bring statehood.
"All the probabilities at this time
are that the two groups first named
will operate together, and frame a
will
constitution so radical that
be rejected at Washington.
"The work of the convention to date
fully warrants, therefore, the conclusion stated by the Republican the
election
morning following the
instead of
namely, that statehood,
being a reasonable certainty, is but
As the work of
a remote possibility.
the delegates develops into' definite
results it seems probable at this time
that the possibility of success at
Washington will be made more anfl
more remote.
"In any event, there can be no
probability of the approval of the
constitution before the adjournment
of the coming session of Congress.
There is pending before the supreme
court of the United States the question whether the initiative and referendum under the Oregon plan Is
constitutional whether it provides a
as
republican form of government,
required by the constitution of the
United States. While the case went
to the supreme court from Oregon a
year ago, it has not yet been argued
in that tribunal, we believe.
' "If the supreme court decides that
the 'Oregon plan' does not provide
a republican form of government, It
will necessarily follow that all constitutions and statutes based upon
are inoperative
the 'Oregon plan'
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have realized the unconstitutionality to the Oklahoma constitution.
"All dispassionate observers are,
of the initiative and referendum, but
is such '
'
whose desire for popularity
.
:
ihf tuu- that they are willing to sacrifice their elusion null uie a.uuuue ui ,u.
foK resuect and will vote for that. vention delegates as so far disclosed
which they now know is wrong. They , warrants practically no hope of
seek to temporize by advocating a statehood
un- higher percentage for these two
constitutional measures, but a change
THE COST OF LIVING HIGH.
from five to fifteen or from eight to
cost of living is relative. As the
twenty per cent, will not make the nw fovir.an ha nointed out before.
principle involved any more constitu- there are a thousand families in Santa
.
...
tional or any more practical. What is
...w.
;re wiiiit uve hi an caijchuilui ui.f frnm
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K that the majority of the people are;
a ,ir ncin e ceeus SS0 a week. The El Paso Herald
in n,p
to the additional fact
which is rapidlv losing ground each calls attention
cost of living has increased
day. Says the Arizona Republican: - that the
The titles of the numerous commit- not so much because of the increased
tecs of the constitutional convention price of any particular commodities.
indicate that it is the purpose of the but because of the greater demands
convention to consider all the sub- on life made today as compared with
ago. It says:
jects which distinguish the Oklahoma twenty and fifty I years
IflOF nnnK n A i rl A 0 in t Q TTnit
constitution. This purpose is still
further indicated by the apparent de- ed Statrconsmed on the average of
190.
sire of the convention to accept the 52 pounds of sugar per year;
proffer of a large quantity of the the per capita consumption had in
journals of the Oklahoma constitu- creased to 82 pounds for each individ
tional convention. To be sure, these ual per year, an increase of 30 pounds
are only straws, seemingly pointing or nearly 60 per cent. The average
to a radical program. But the pre- individual in the United States is conconvailing behalf of the Arizona
stantly consuming more sugar; the
vention will produce a very radical average price or sugar tenus uuwn- document is supported by other signs'
GO
wards, but the increase of nearly
'
,
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Kansas, Insurgent Kansas, with Its
recent outbreak of legislative Innovations, has no love for Xew Mexico,
which is conservative and not given
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The only first class Hotti in Santa Fe, with hot and cold water in
every room, and with bath on every floor the finest A best CAFE in
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FOR SALE OR RENT
Residence property with all modern
r
heat etc.etc.
conveniences,
Also furnished rooms for rent.
hot-wate-
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WATSON

Real Estate
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Insurance

Surety Bonds

Satita Fe, New Mexico
H9 SanFraneiscu

M. P. Kelly
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St.

and

.T.

H. O'Reilly,

Jose Suana, Indian From Cochiti,
Has Thrilling Experience With

in-

surance agents from the Duke City,
are at the Palace. With Mr. O'Reilly
were Mrs. O'Reilly and children.
,
HunHerr Bakonyi of
gary, an attache of the ministry of
agriculture, who is on his way home,
stopped over today in Santa Fe and
witnessed the proceedings of the constitutional convention.
Bronson Cutting, who has ben suffering with a severe coTd. Is much improved and expects to move this week
into the residence of Mr. and Mrs. F.
C. Wilson on Buena
Vista Heights
which he has rented for the winter.
The Rev. James Grattan Myth en.
who managed the play, "Why Smith
Left Home," which was presented so
successfully a short time ago at the
Elks' theatre, will entertain the cast
this evening at the Episcopal rectory.
Miss Madeline Mills, daughter of
Governor and Mrs. Mills, who is ill
with a high fever, was no better today. A trained nurse arrived this afto take
ternoon from Albuquerque
charge of the case. Drs. J. A. Rolls
and W. S. Harroun are the attending
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SPRINGER, NEW MEXICO
Offers irrigated lands in tracts of all Bizea, raw lands,
under ditch, 840 00 to 75 00 per acre, under cultivation
and highly improved, S60.00 to 8175.00 per acre. These are
ideal homes ready for you.
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Dry Farming Lands, $5.00 to $20.00 per acre
RANCH KS,
We are prepared to locate settlers on gov- LARGW
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ernnient laud. We have irrigation enter- AND
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Shawgo s Parisian Cleaning and Dye Works
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gation Company Mrs. Byrd
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Hats Made New.
East Side
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IF YOU ARE IN NEED OF
A

BIGGEST
THEY

you'll admit when we send it around must know his business thoroughly
.ft? s
to you Of course it is.
when 'putting up a prescription.
HIRING

FIRST-CLAS-

S

RIGS

A COMPETENT

PHARMACIST

is a feature of our livery service.
So if you want a carriage and team puts up our prescriptions.
that you can travel in classy com- ' The ingredients are full strength,
pany with, send here and engage fresh,' and of the best standard
them.
makes. In case of sickness you make
no mistake in having your prescrip
flLLl'sMS 4 RISISG
tions put up by us.
810 San Franclaco 8t. 'Phone 139 Red

THE CAPITAL
GAGE BROS, and other
SMART MILLENEHY

NEW PALL GOODS

-

REOEIVKli Successors to
Also Laces. Silk Shirt Waists' and
L esses; Ribbons. Buttons, Novelties
'
OOMK IN ANDSKB

LA MODA MILLENERY
Catron Block

Kast Side Plaza

Stripling-Burrow- s

& Co.

If you want anything on earth
a New Mexican Want Ad.

try

ON
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HEATER

IS

THIS

COUNTRY.

POWERFUL

HEATERS,
ATTRACTIVE LOOKING

AND

COME IN AND SEE FOR
YOURSELVES

Chief among
the famous

THE SANTA FE

Hot Blast

HARDWARE and
SUPPLY CO

through which all gases ge- :iV.ed an
burned, eliminating all waste.
-

Dtown

Draft

Millinery Thats NewJ

ALL THE

Gbildrens Dresses Gloaks

NEW

SHAPES & TRIMMINGS

MAKERS HAVE REACHED A POINT
WHERE THEY TURN OUT DRE-5-5EFOR THE LITTLE MIJ.SE.S WHICH RIVAL THOSE OF THEIR ELDERS IN
PERFECTION or .STYLE AND FINIJH.
MANY FABRICS ARE REPRESENTED
IN OUR SHOWING.
SOME ARE ELABORATE OTHERS PLIAN.

JUST RECEIVED

If Its Anything in

CAPT.

HATS, VRILS etc.
See Us First
MISS A MUGLER.
heifers $2.75

6.50; stockers and feed
bulls $:S.254.30;
$3.o05.70;
calves $4S; western steers $:i.75
6.50; western cows $2.75 5.
Market',
Hogs
Receipts 8,000.
ten to fifteen higher. Bulk $8.909.15,
heavy $8.809.5; packers and butchers $S.70Li9.10; light $99.20.
Sheep
Market
Receipts 8,000.
Muttons $.1.504.50; lambs'
steady.
$5.50 6.75; few wethers and yearliigs
f 4(3 5.25 ; fed western ewes $3.504.

SIZES 6 TO 14,

ers

MARK 1:1 REPORT

M

PRICES FROM

$1.50

'

TO

$14.00

VALUES IN AUTHENTIC
STYLES IN MANY FAVORED FABRICS
AND THE NEWEST COLORINGS OF
THE SEASON IN MISSES CLOAKS
SPLENDID

'

RANGING IN PRICE FROM $2.25 To
$9,00 FOR THE LITTLE MISSES, AGE
2 TO 14 YEARS

HATS AND CAPS FOR BOTH BoYS
GIRLS IN ALL THE LATEST
STYLES AND COLORS, PRICES TO
SUIT EVERYBODY.
THE ABOVE ARE ABSOLUTELY NEW

Baltimore Oysters

AND

2

AND THE MOST

UP-TO-D-

TO

ATE

BE

SEEN.

W. N. T0WNSEND & CO.
WE ENDEAVOR To TREAT OUR
PATRONS IN SUCH MANNER AS
TO MERIT THEIR PATRONAGE,

.

Telephone Red 15 end bm
your orders delivered

OFT 0!

g

The fallowing re supsjested to the thirsty as something
cool and inviting
CINGER ALE, WILD CHERRY, LEMON SODA, IRON BREW,
ROOT BEER, KLONDIKE FIZZ, COCO COLA,
TABLE MINERAL WATERS.

SANTA FE BOTTLING
g

ah

onnK8 maae irom m u; red water.

WORKS.

HENRY KRICK, Proprietor

9

1

CLARENDON
GARDEN

H. S. KAUNS

PHARMACY

WE

STOVES.

prinare so

MONEY AND METALS.
New York, Oct. 20. Call money 3
EVERY THURSDAY
the
well
known
civil
Jay Turley,
Prime mercantile paper 51-San
of
Juan
and
county
engineer'
Mexican dollars, 45; Amalgamated
brother of W. G. Turley of this city, 6;
711-2- ;
Atchison
Sugar 120
A SMALL SUPPLY OF
has filed a suit in the district clerk's
129
Great Northern ifu.
office against the Citizens' Ditch and
York Central 119
Northern
Irrigation Company asking judgment (New
South-ePacific 122
Reading 124
of $2,200 for services rendered as an
Pacific 119
Union Pacific
engineer for that company. He also 175
FOR CANNING
Steel 78
pfd. 1201-4- .
asks "for a decree of specific per20. Standard copNew
Oct.
York,
Grt Them Quick
formance directing the defendant to
execute unto the plaintiff a deed for per dull; spot and Dec. 12.30(012.60;
said one half second foot of water as lead steady 4.404.45; silver 56
WOOL MARKET.
California Tomatoes
set forth in contract, and in default of
St. Louis, Oct. 20. Wool unchangexecution of said deed by defendant
that a commission be appointed by ed; territory and western mediums
California grapes
fine mediums 1720; fine 14
this court to execute said deed for and 1823;
16.
in behalf of defendant for such and
GRAIN. PORK. LARD AND RIBS.
New York Concord Grapes
further relief as equity and good conChicago, Oct. 20. Wheat Dec. 94
science demand."
100
Another suit filed was by the Louis May
Corn Dec. 471-2- ;
May 50
Zukoski Mercantile Company of St.
Oats--De- c.
31
'
May 34
Everything Obtatcable in
H.
versus
Minnie
Louis, plaintiff,
$292.-59Byrd, claiming indebtedness of
Pork--Ja- n.
17.35; May 16.45.
Fresi Finite
yeptalfes
Lard Jan. 10.421-2- ; ' May 9.85
871-2- ;
Jan. 9.171-2- ; May 9.
HE HAS NOT HEARD
LIVESTOCK.
OF NEW MEXICO.
Chicago, Oct. 28. Cattle Receipts
Staple anil Fancy Groceries
7.500.
Market steady. Beeves $4.60
Colorado Springs, Colo., Oct. 20.
Texas steers
7.85;
$3.405.75;
to supply your every need
Governor Fred M. Warner of Michigan western steers $4.1506.90:
stockers
and party, including E. C. Anthony, a and feeders $4.255.60; cows and
member of the Marquette prison board heifers $2.256.35; calves $7.2510.-10- .
are in Denver today. The party was
IT ITS ANYTHING TO EAT
,
H
in Colorado Springs, having come from
Market
Hogs
Receipts 17,000.
CALL US UP
Canon City by automobile over the ten lower. Light $8.70 9. 40: mixed
new road, upon which the convicts $S.209.35; heavy
$89.10; rough $8
have been working.
The Michigan
8.20: good to choice heavv SS.20??
a
is
of
on
tour
party
inspection 9.10; pigs $8.259; bulk $8.258.80.
through several states investigating
Market
Sheep
Receipts 40,000.
the methods of conducting prisons and steady. Native $2.504.30; westerns
using convict labor.
$2.754.25;
yearlings $4.255.40;
"To my knowledge Colorado is the lambs native $4.
507; westerns $4.75
COMPANY
state
where
convict
labor has
only,
6.85.
been used to really good advantage,"
Kansas City, Oct. 20. Cattle Resaid Governor Warren. "Of course, in ceipts 7,000, including 600 southerns.
2(5
Michigan we could not use the con Market steady. Native steers $5.25
victs in outdoor work except for six 8.30: southern steers $3.25f?6: south
months of the year."
ern cows $2.754.25; native cows and

'"
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MAN

ARE

DURABLE
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CLERK

OR

THAT

STOVES

WILSON

EARTH.

RANGE

THE BEST HEATER JUST AS SURE AS,
TAMER IS THE
TEDDY THE LION

QUINCES

THE PRESCRIPTION

BEST
THE

MARKET.

A

REMEMBER

HEATER,

CARRY THE

105-1--

PRETTY GOOD LOOKING
TURNOUT

RANGE IS

THE BEST AND STR0NGEST0N

thoroughly
and practical as to
make the Wilson the
greatest heater in the
world.

CAR LOAD

THE MONARCH MALLEABLE

efficient

TIME.

A

OF HEATERS AND RANGES.

ought to own a Wilson
Hot Blast Heater. It is
constructed upon en

WATER POWER SITES AND
COAL LANDS WITHDRAWN.
Washington, Oct. 2o. Water power
sites and coal land
withdrawals
amounting to384,334 acres were announced by the interior department.
Coal land withdrawals are: California, 2;'.9,903 acres;. Colorado, 112,781
acres, and Wyoming, 30,3oo acres. The
water site power withdrawals include
creek in
1,400 acres along Timber
Idaho.

l--

Now is The Time
To Buy Steves

Stop and figure out
how much money you
would save if you cut
your fuel bills right in
two, and still doubled
the heating power of
your coal. The result
will be the strongest of
all arguments why you

Washington, D. C. Ot. 20. Federal
officers elected to constitutional con-- I
ventions may amend them and draw
their salaries both as a federal era-- !
ploye and as a delegate to the conven-tion, acocrding to a decision handed
down by the controler of the treas-- j
ury. The case Just passed upon was
that of two justices of the territorial
supreme court of New Mexico.

HITS
BOGARDUS AGAIN
THE BULL'S EYE.
This world famous rille shot who
physicians.
of
record
Mrs. Frank M. Thompson and baby, holds the championship
and' Miss Lola Delgado, both of whom 100 pigeons in 100 consecutive shots
are daughters of Mrs. Felipe B. Del- is living at Lincoln, 111. Recently in-- j
a
gado, arrived last night from Wind- terviewed, he says: "I suffered
sor, Mo., for several weeks visit with long time with kidney and bladder
their mother and sisters. The baby of trouble and used several well known
at kidney medicines, all of which gave
Mrs. Thompson will be baptized
me no relief until I started taking Fo
the Cathedral this afternoon.
Sheriff M. T. Dufur of San Juan (ley Kidney Pills. Before I used Fo-- j
I had severe back
county, arrived in the city last night ley's Kidney Pills
in
aches
and
my kidneys with
pains
a
for
with patient
the insane asylum
at Las. Vegas. Sheriff Dufur says that suppression and cloudy voiding. On
there are no new developments on the atising In the morning I would get
Now I have taken
Wetherill case which has been recent- duU headaches.
three bottles of Foley's Kidney Pills
ly investigated by special representatives of the department of the interior. and feel 100 per cent better. I am
never bothered with my kidneys or
bladder and again feel like my own
JAY TlRLEY SUES
self," Sold by The Capital Pharmacy.
FOR SUM OF $2,200.

,THE C. E. HARTLEY REAL ESTATE CO

014 AN ANYTHING

WILSON

-

COMPANY
'

PERSOfiAL

PAGE FIVE.

EITTEN BY A MON'STER
MOUNTAIN WILD CAT.

J. P Dunlavy returned last
Animal He Trapped.
from Tres Piedras, Taos county.
Flea
"skeeter'' bites, and evbites,
N. U Gilmore, a dealer in plumb
en snake bites are much talked of but
is
here
from
Denver.
ing supplies,
in the puncture line
the latest
George P. Davison, a traveling man is mountain thing
wild cat bites. Jose Sufrom JxHiisville, Ky., is in tbe city.
ana, an Indian from Cochiti, was in
Attorney A. B. Renehan spent yes- the
city today and the index finger of
at
Albuquerque.
terday
his left hand showed the results of
Elizario Quintana, sheriff of Taos an encounter with the ferocious
feline.
county, arrived from Taos last evenJose's hair was done up in a red
ing.
,
band and bis hand was tied in a white
J. A. Dye, a lumber dealer at Albuone. "I put out trap other night and
querque, arrived in the capital last catch heap big animal. I think he
evening.
or maybe baby bear. I go
II. B. Hening of Albuquerque, the coyote
close to
to see and pow. he graV
efficient secretary of the . Bureau of be me trap
on finger.
Just like that."
in
town
is
today?
Immigration,
Here the Indian gave a gesture with
Charles O'Brien, a resident of San
his fingers of a pair of tongs closing.
Antonio, Texas, is a sightseer in the '"One tooth
go In up here and other
city. He is registered at Gregg's ho- - down there." he continued
pointing at
tel.
his lacerated finger which already
C. K. Uuehert of El Paso, and V. F.
showed signs of blood poisoning.
Moore of Silver City, are typewriter
The Indian would not. call on a
salesmen calling on business men in
in
physician as he did not believe
the city.
medidne so a friendly pale face took
M. A. Otero left this
the red skin to Fischer's drug store
morning over the New Mexico Cen- and bought some bandages and a distral for Oarrizozo and other points infectant and the "Indian used these
in Lincoln county.
as an anti-'ca- t
bite."
Mrs. A. D. Field of Creston, Ta., and
The Indian said that soon- after the
Mrs. Emma Field and son of Denver,
wild cat bit him he killed the animal
are visitors in the city. They are stop- which he had
hoped to bring to the
at
the
Claire.
ping
for a pet, though it is doubtful
city
P. Bakonyi, a prominent resident of
whether any Santa Fean would care
Buadpest, the capital of Hungary, is to have the animal in that role.
a tourist registered at the Palace. He
is on his way to the coast.

CAPITAL 850,000.00
Does

If

M.

R V.BOYLK Mgr.

&

PHON E

CL&RErDON

POULTRY

RIPE FRUIT NOW

CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
BOUQUETS, ana FUNERAL
DESIGNS.

YARDS

FRESH LAID EGGS every day
Vure bred barred Plymouth Rocks and White A'yandottea. Chickens
are yarded In the orchard under the tree and fed 01. clean nbelesome food
only. No chance of Tuberculosis germs nor Ptomaine poisoning.
A FEW FAT HK.N8 KOK BATING.

ESMUH

sand

DAY

24 Hour Electric service

NIGHT

and

WIRE UP THOSE DARKIPLACES

MIGHT

We ae Agents F&SiwSfiS? Call fift Operation
Santa Fe Water

."".;,...

'

and

tight Company
.

,

I

a?
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After The Grippe

NEW MEXICO.

:w

7

f
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7 45
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111
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111

i lc.'t
i. i)jlf.x with K. I. A 8. W. Rjr, train both North amlrSoiith.
Wtiwe 'or Van Houton N. M. meets trains at Preston S.IM.
Htoua lev is Ute Park. X. M.. for KHz ibethtowii. N. M., at 9:00 .. tu. dally' excopt
round trip; fifty poundtbauxazo carried free.
K.ir
Sun I
j ' voo. one wavM $)."0
f
ii m 11:11 p. in. .'arrives
. M
'I i "i
from the
iV i i tr vi
"
)' tli ;
South at 4:38 a. in.

r

VAN HOUTEN,
V. P. & G. M

E. G. DEDMAN,

M.

j

i

after-effec- ts

Palace.
N. L. Gilinore. P. J. Kelly, Denver;
M. P. Kelly, Albuquerque;
George P.
C. E.
Davidson,
Ky.;
Louisville,
Buchert, El Paso; W. F. Moore, Silver
City; T. A. Urooke, Cimarron; J. H.
O'Reilley, Mrs. O'Reilley and children,

i

ron; P. Bakonyi, Budapest, Hungary;
H. B. Hening, Albuquerque.
Claire.
J. A. Dye, Albuquerque; Mrs. A. D.
Field, Creston, la.; Mrs. Emma Field
and son, Denver; Jacob L. Papilas,
Denver; M. T. Dufur, Aztec; R. L.
Parter, Elko, Nev.; A. D. Filed, Douglas Ariz.; E. C. Scott, EI Paso; J. A.
McCul-lom- ,
Garcia, Conejos, Colo.; W. G.
Denver; J. E. Kraft,
Gregg's.
C. H. Modes, Denver; G. R. Roberts,
Albuquerque; W. F. Wilhite, El Paso;
C.
H. M. Russell, Wood River, Neb.;

Write to: Ladies' Advisory Dept., Chattanooca Medicine Co., Chattanooga, Term,,
book. "Home Treatment for Women," sent Iree.
lor Special Instructions, and

WILLIAMS,
P. Agent,

j

iMmu HiUiii

HOTB ARRIVALS

Albuquerque; G. A. Kaseman, Albuquerque; George M. Pearson, Cimar-

of any serious illness, like the
For the
Grip, Cardui is the best tonic you can use.
It builds strength, steadies the nerves, improves the
appetite, regulates irregularities and helps bring back the
natural glow of health.
Cardui is your best friend, if you only knew it
Think of the thousands of ladies whom Cardui has
helped! What could possibly prevent it from helping you?
Remember you cannot get the benefit of the Cardui
ingredients in any other medicine, for they are not for sale
in any drug store except in the Carduj bottle. Try Cardui.

mmm

mmm

GROWS HAIR

The Woman's Tonic

.

i

Anti-Saloo-

"I am much pleased, to be able to write and thank
you for what Cardui has done for me," writes Airs. Sarah
J. Gilliland, of Siler City, N. C
"Last February, I had the Grippe, which left me in
bad shape. Before that, I had been bothered with female
trouble, for ten years, and nothing seemed to cure it
"At last, I began to take Cardui. I have taken only
three bottles, but it has done me more good than all the
doctors or than any other medicine I ever took."

Company,

Railway

ii

d

!ipityijjyiwppyWi

St, Louis Rocky Wit &

tion of the constitution will not
The
5,000.
people
control far more than enough, to hold
the balance of power, and to decide
the question one way or the other.
be heard. SouthThey propose to
western Issue.

ii

'PrrMiiriiiiiliiirriilitiiTiitlfr''i

mi lie;

and we can

PROVE IT!
A

-

vr

lady from Minnesota writes:
"A a result of usinfj Imiuk rine, my hair
close to five feci in length.'1

Beautiful Hair at Small Cost

H

AIR troubles, like many other diseases, have

been wronuly diagnosed ami altogether mis
understood. The hair itseli is not Ihethinc to

be treated, for the reason that it is simply a product
of the scalp and wholly dependent upon its action.
The scalp is the very soil in which the hair is
nurtured and crown, and it 'fclcue should
receive the attention if results are to he expected.
It would do no earthly good to treat the stem of a
plant with a view of making it crow and become
more beautiful the soil in which the plar.t grpmrs
must be attended to. Therefore, tho scalp in which
the
grows must receive tho attention if you are
to expect it to grow and become more beautiful.
Loss of hair is caused by the scalp drying "P.

htr

or losing its supply of moisture or nutriment ; when
baldness occurs the sculp has simply lost all its
nourishment, leaving nothing for the hair to feed
upon la plant or even a tree would dt undtr similar
conditions.)
The natural thing1 to do in either cr.se, is to feed
and replenish the soil or scalp as the case may be,
ami your crop will grow and multiply as nature
intended it should.
Knowlton'i Oanderine has a most wonderful effect upon the hairglancs and tissues of the
scalp. It is the only remedy for the hair ever
discovered that is similar to the natural hair
foods or liquids of the scalp.
It penetrates the pores quickly ard the hair
soon shows the effects of its wonderfully exhilarqualities.
ating and
bottle is enough to convince you of
One
its great worth as a hair growing and hair beautifying remedy try it and see for yourself.
HOW at all druggists in three sizes

Vi

M&sh

O'Brien, San Antonio, Texas.
Coronado,
K. Quintana, Taos; A. A. Gregory,
to enforce than constitutional prohib25c. 50c and $1.00 per bottle.
ition. They admit that in some of the Albuquerque; R. T. aMes, Las Vegas;
C.
Macario
would
Zenobio
it
Guadalupite;
counties
western
Salazar,
central and
PRFF To show how quickly Oanderlns
acts, we will send a large sam
probably not be enforced at all. The Chaves, Palina.
Cut
ple free by return mail to anyone who
Liquor Trust favors local option when
free coupon to the
this
sends
AND PROHIBITION.
This
pro- BASEBALL STARS WILL
jPOLITICIANS
it is confronted with state-widOANDERINE
KNOWLTON
CO., CHICAGO, ILL,
Out
(Communicated.)
IN
TEXAS.
unwise
and
WINTER
hibition. To us it seems
with their name and address and 10c
those
are
there
to
or
in silver
pay postage.
Among politcians
stamps
unsafe and unstatesmanlike to write
who faithfully stand for the best in- - the brewers' principles into our constiis Organizing
Strong
Antonio
San
terests of the people regardless of tution.
From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee,
Club Similar Venture in Past
to themselves.
There,
consequences
can
Years Was a Success.
constitution
all
New
the
in
Points
Douglas, and
He was called in at the eleventh hour
are some real statesmen. They have! 5. They argue
20 YEARS AGO TODAY tcsave
San
Texas, Oct. 20. ProAntonio,
a
with
if
not
Mexico
be
and
Dr. Harper and it was Kellogg
to
the
freighted
adopted
Mexico, Arizona,
the courage of their convictions. Then
San
in
Prom the New Mexican of this data
fessional baseball players now
who invented the electric light bath
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
hibition section. These same politic-er- s Antonio are organizing a strong club
are those who are like
1890.
which was said to have greatly proin the creek always trying to ians forget to ask the question as to here with a number of the local playCENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
longed the life of King Edward of
keep on top, whichever way the log whether the constitution can be adopt- ers and several big league stars who
Hon. W. T. Thornton, Henry Simpto
we
venture
beEngland. It has been used with sucweathered
without
are
rolls.
political
prohibition,
the
They
plan
&
81
will winter in this city,
son, William Cook Scott and Robert cess by other monarchs, including the
vanes. They serve not the people but raise that question for their serious ing to play weekly games throughout
to
Harvey are at Organ mining camp
emperor of Germany.
themselves.
They go with the rab-- consideration. They forget that in the winter with all the clubs in this
day examining the Stephenson mining
of
the
One
country.
of
the
ble. They have no arguments for the eastern New Mexico there is a
section
property in which Mr. Thornton is SAN ANTONIO WANTS
they take, except that of self-- , tory 200 miles long by 100 miles wide attractions that San Antonio will be largely interested.
the
SPANISH VETERANS IN 1912.
from
saloons
left,
with less than a dozen
able to offer winter visitors
interest.
W. M. Wilkinson, agent for the tal
San Antonio, .Texas, Oct. 20. The
Let us examine a few of their argu- and in a few months will be entirely north is winter baseball played on a ented Maud
Granger, was In the city local camp of the Spanish War Vetments against constitutional and state- - without saloons; that San Juan coun-wid- diamond in a park surrounded by
and
yesterday
arranged tor tne ap- - erans has started a movement to
the
where
and
of
trees
northwestern
shrubbery
For Hates arid full information artdress
green
ty and a large part
prohibition.
of
this
pearance
on
me
superb actress here,bring the natlonal encampment of
can
coats
sit
off,
1.
It cant' be done, they say. We New Mexico has abolished the saioon, fans, with
drink ice at the court house on the evening of Spanish War Veterans to Texas In
and
midwinter
in
in
the
bleachers
cities
other
saand
that
Deming
say it can. They admit that the
2912. The contt st is between San An- cold lemonade under climatic condi- the 27th and 28th.
loon is an evil. They admit that southwest are getting ready to
G.
A.
Says the Cerrillos Rustler: M. S. fonio and Delias, as the meeting place.
tions such as prevail in the north at
sentiment
that
ish
temperance
to
them;
into
the
had
enabling
put
1
Texas.
opening of the baseball season in Otero, candidate for delegate to Con- In Denver where the national encampact a provision making prohibition, so is rising higher every day, that Texas the
gress, is making a vigorous and tell- ment was held this year it is estimatthe
prohibi-lutelspring.
be
will
shortly
far as the Indian is concerned, abso- and Arizona
Texas
former
the
ing campaign. It begins to look much ed 30,000 persons were in attendance.
Xewnam,
Pat
will
mandatory on the coming con- - tion states; that our people
first sacker and later a mem- more favorable of his election than The state
League
the
dumping
encampment of veterans
resist
becoming
There is no escape from uously
ber of the St. Louis American League ever before. The continuous demand
that. The Indian must be protected ground and cesspool for the brewery Club has taken the first step in that of his opponent, Mr. Joseph, rather will open in Dallas October 20th. The
of
of the neighboring
plan is to secure the
against the saloon. These politicians, and saloon sewers
direction. He has started a team and clashes against the idea of a major- all
to
and
the
at
the
determination
meeting
this
delegates
that
not
states;
high and low, will not say this can
a schedule is now being arranged. ity of voters, who believe in giving
of the territory
then start at once a vigorous cam
be done.
They admit this can be abolish the saloons
This present team will be changed more than one man a show. This Is
done and must be done. Do they may lead to a political situation, may from time to time as the best players especially true when that one man paign.
to
mean to say that they can protect the lead to such a moral uprising, as
arrive to spend the winter here. The has passed his best opportunities withif it fails to
nationally known players are still in
Indian, but they can't protect their reject the constitution
which the north and east playing in post out accomplishing the will of the peo
BRAN).
y
own toys and homes? We venture to contain the prohibition section,
Ladtenl Ask your rupalftt for a
mass of voters, season contests and will be unable, to ple. Mr. Otero will be in a position
IHum
favored
if
prophesy that the leaders of both the people, the great
the
by
admission,
elected,
in
metal
lie
1'flls
and
Ked
Uold
VV
of the wives and report until next month. Pitcher Ray
boxes, sealed with IDue Ribbon. V
political parties will say prohibition is a large majority
Take no other. Bnv of Tnnr
Louis to accomplish much more than Anto
con- - mothers, and practically all the boys the recruit pitcher of the St.
9
IIEK.TER
Askfnr
is
Dnmlflt.
as
so
Indian
the
far
nio
could
to
possible
Joseph
accomplish.
expect
uiAJUimiF isiiAu l"i.L.l,N, tor xa
years of Browns, who started the Detroit team
rears known as Best, Safest, Always Reliabla
cerned and they will write it Into the and girls, from twenty-onin
their
want. In all on the toboggan that resulted
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE
constitution. Let them give one sin- - age down to the cradle
ALL MEATS ARE
we venture to prophesy that to finishing third has arrived and will do
candor
same
this
reason
substantial
POISONS
why
SAYS
LECTURER.
gle,
due recognition to the hurling stunts for the team. A.
provision can not be broadened out to neglect and refuse
Knaupp will be catcher. Kesterzil, a Human Race Is
serious
Of
the
temper ul
include our whole population.
and
Degenerating
member of the Wichita team of the
and
of
all
HEW MEXICO CENTRAL
religious
Chronic Disease is Twice as
course, we can do it if we will do it. of the people,
outthe
will
in
be
Western
League,
not
be
to
only
n
m,r nwn homes as well litical faiths, will prove
Prevalent as Formerly.
IN CONNECTION WITH
the greatest moral wrong of the pres- field.
as those of the Indians.
San Antonio, Tevas, Oct. 20. "All
Winter baseball in the south has
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Referred
Committee
extend
thei
measures
to
referred
enacted,
ing
proved by a majority of the votes cast be given to the securities mentioned
Printed and foi sale by New Mex.
and the legislative body of any laneous Provisions.
of the in- such election. Any measure refer- in the order named.
law shall by the Governor
people. All elections on measures re- such corporation may submit any such
Fe. N.
- Santa
in
State by proclamation published
A Commissioner of Charities
and ferred to the people shall be had at an Prlntlng CPred to the people by the referendum
The legislature shall prescribe the
ex'
each County at least four weeks be- shall take effect and be in force when rules and regulations governing the matter for approval or disapproval to Corrections shall be elected in the the biennial regular general election.
Mining Blanks.
fore the next ensuing regular election it shall have been approved by a ma- selection of the securities and the dis- such electors at any general munici- same manner, at the same time, and except when the legislative assembly
Additional and Amended location
for State officers or members of Con- jority of the votes cast thereon and bursement of the moneys to be loaned pal election, or call a special election for the same term as shall the Gov- shall order a si.ecial
Anv
election
lor such purpose at any time upon ernor. Said officer may be of either measure referred to the
sheet.
gress, be submitted to the qualified not otherwise.
from this fund.
people shall Certificate,
of Publisher,
ihirty days notice, and no franchise sex, and shall be twenty-fivsheet.
Agreement
electors at such election for adoption
of
take
effect
and
become
law
when
the
The style of all bills shall be: "Be
years
FILE NO. 51.
shall be granted, extended or renewed
Proof of Labor,
sheet
or rejection. It shall require to enact it enacted by the People of the State
or
is
in
all
it
other
said
a
of
over;
respects
the
age
by
approved
majority
Pertaining to Banks and Banking.
for a longer time than twenty years. officer shall have the qualifications votes cast therein, and not otherwise.
Notice of Mining Ixication,
sheet
a law by the people a majority of the of New Mexico."
Introduced by John I. Hinkle.
Whenever a petition signed by a
Title Bond and Lease of Mining
votes cast in favor and against said
Petitions and orders for the initiato Committee on Corpo- number of qualified electors to any which shall be required of the Gov- The style of all bills shall be: "Be it
Referred
sheet.
ernor.
enacted by the people of the State of Property,
measures, provided that at least forty tive and for the referendum shall be rations.
municipal corporation equal to twenty-fivPlacer
Charities
of
and
sheet
New
The
Commissioner
Location,
not
Mexico."
Mining
per cent of the votes cast at said elec- filed with the Secretary of State and
shall
section
This
General laws shall be enacted by
per centum of the total number Corrections shall have the power, and be construed to
tion for the members of Congress addressed to the Governor of the State the
Title Bond of Mining Property,
any member
deprive
cre- of votes cast at the next
the
for
providing
legislature
preceding it is hereby made his or her duty, to of the legislative
or State officer having the greatest who shall submit the same to the peo- ation of a
assembly of the right sheet
Banking Department, to be general municipal
election, demand- investigate the entire system of pub- to introduce any measure. The whole
number of votes be cast in favor, of ple. The Legislature shall make suit- under the control
sheet.
Mining Deed.
of a Bank Commising that a franchise be granted, ex- lic charities and corrections, to ex- - number of votes cast for justice oMhe
or against the act so initiated.
sheet.
able provisions for carrying into ef- sioner, who shall be appointed by the tended
Mining Lease.
shall
be
or
filed
with
renewed,
to
measures
submitted
!
If conflicting
Coal Declaratory
fect the provisions of this article.
Statement,
Governor for a term of four years, by the chief executive officer of said cor- amine into the condition and manage-- supreme court at the regular elections
maa
the people shall be approved by
ment of all prisons, jails, almhouses, last preceding the filing of any peti sheet.
The referendum may be demanded and with the consent of the senate,
the
officer
chief
executive
jority of the votes severally cast for by the people against one or more with sufficient power and authority to poration,
or for the ref
reformatories, reform and industrial tion for the
Coal Declaratory Statement with
shall within ten days thereafter call schools, hospitals, infirmaries, dispen- erendum shallinitiative
and against the same, the one receiv- items, sections, or parts of any act of
be
on which Power of an Attorney,
Afbasis
the
control
and
all
State
Banks,
regulate
a
he
at
shall
which
election,
special
affirmative
of
number
the
ing
and all public and the number of legal voters necessary fidavit and Corroborating
higher
the Legislature in the same manner
Companies, submit the question of whether or not saries, orphanages,
votes shall thereby become the law as in which such power may be exercised Loan, Trust, Guaranty
private retreats and asylums, which to sign such petition shall be counted. Affidavit,
sheet.
Building and Loan Associations and
franchise shall be granted, ex- derive
to all conflicting provisions; provided,
their support wholly or in part Petitions and orders for the initiative
a complete act, the filing of all Investment Companies incorpora- such
against
of Right to Water,
Notice
sheet
or
tended
and
at
said
renewed,
if,
that there be, computing the votes a referendum petition against one or ted under the Laws of New
or ruuuuuing uui wi
Mexico, election, a majority of the said elect- from the State, or from any county and for the referendum shall be filed
rurienure
cast in favor and against said meas- more items, sections, or parts of an and
within
or
the
and
State:
with the Secretary of State, and in Notice,
municipality
sheet.
foreign companies doing business ors yoting thereon shall vote for the
ures, at least forty per cent of the act' shall not delay the remainder of in this
submitting the same to the people he,
state, under laws which Bhall grant, extension, or renewal of such the officers of the various institutions
Affidavit of Assessment.
sheet
votes cast at said election.
named herein shall promptly, upon de- and all other officers, shall be guided
such act from becoming operative.
provide for the protection of deposit- franchise, the same shall be granted
Stock Blanks.
The second power is the "ReferenThe powers of the initiative and ref- ors and individual stockholders.
mand, furnish the said Commissioner by the general laws and the act subBill of Sale Animals Bearing Venbv the proper authorities at the next with such
dum", and it shall be ordered by peti- erendum reserved to the people by
information, relating to mitting this amendment, until legislaFILE NO. 52.
sheet
succeeding regular meeting of the
tion signed by ten per cent of the this Constitution for the State at
their respective institutions, as shall tion shall be especially provided dor's Recorded Brand,
Bill of Sale, in Books of 25 Blanks,
Relating to Practice of Medicine.
body of the municipality; but lie demanded by said Commissioner, therefor.
legal voters of the State, provided large, are hereby further reserved to
40c per book.
Introduced by M. P. Skeen.
no exclusive franchise shall ever be in
of the whole number the
that three-fifth- s
writing. The said Commissioner
legal voters of every county and
The referendum may be demanded
Referred to Committee on Miscella- granted.
Bill of Sale Animals not Bearing
of Counties of the State must each district therein, as to all local legisshall have the power to summon any by the
people against one or more Vendor's Recorded Brand,
sheet
furnish as signers of said petition ten lation, or action, in the administra- neous Provisions.
Every municipal corporation within person to appear and produce such
sections or parts of any act of
4
Rill of Sale TCnnpp
Delivery.
Medicine.
this State shall have the right to en- books and papers as shall be desig- items,
per cent of the legal, voters in such tion of county and district governin
the
the
legislative
assembly,
1.
same!gDeeL
The
Section
in
may
or
business
legislature
any
County.
gage
enterprise, nated in the summons, and to give manner in which such
ment, in and for their respective counpower may be
Bill of Sale,
The veto power of the Governor ties and districts.
sheet
pass laws prescribing the qualifica- which may be engaged in by any per- their testimony under oath concern- exercised
a
act. The
complete
against
of
to Gather, Drive and
shall not extend to measures enacted
practitioners of medicine in son, firm or corporation by virtue of ing the matter and institution under
Authority
The manner of exercising said pow- tions
of a referendum petition against
filing
Handle Animals Bearing Owner's Reby the people by Initiative or Refer- ers Bhall be prescribed by general this state, and to punish persons for a franchise from said corporation.
The said Commission- - one or more
investigation.
items, sections or parts corded Brand,
endum petitions, but nothing herein laws, except that Boards of County malpractice; but no preference shall
sheet
er shall have the power to administer of any act shall
FILE NO. 56.
remainnot
the
delay
contained shall be construed to divest Commissioners may provide for the ever be given by law to any schools In Reference to
to Gather, Drive and
oaths to such persons as may be sum- der of that act from
Authority
of
Disqualifications
becoming operthe Courts of the authority to pass time of exercising the initiative and of medicine.
District Judges and
Manner
of moned, and to enforce all such pow- ative. The initiative and referendum Handle Animals Not Bearing Owner'v
Sec. 2. The legislature shall create
upon the constitutionality of said laws referendum powers as to local legislato
as
are
ers
sheet
notaries
given
public powers reserved to the people by this Recorded Brand,
' whether
Electing Special Judges.
they be measures of the Leg- tion in their respective counties and a Board of Health, Board of PharmA constitution
Contrato de Partido,
when they are taking depositions.
pliego.
Introduced by Ed. P. Saxon.
reare
further
hereby
islative Assembly or of the Initiative districts.
acy, and Board of Dentistry, and preinEscritura de Renuncla,
pliego.
Referred to Committee on Judiciary. full report of said investigation,
served to all local, special and muniduties of each. All physiand Referendum.
scribe
the
Documento Garantizado.
be cipal legislation of every character, in
testimony, shall
No judge or justice shall preside in cluding the
pliego.
The requisite number of petitioners
All elections on measures referred
and
now
dentists
pharmacists,
de Blenes Muebles,
Hipoteca
the
of any cause in the event of promptly made to the Governor, and and for their respective municipalitrial
invocation of the initiative cians,
the
for
of
had
to the people
the State shall be
and practicing in which he
counties and dis- legally registered
may be interested, or where shall be transmitted by him to the ties and districts. The manner if ex- pliego.
New Mexico shall be eligible to regisat the next regular general election for and referendum in
Documento de Hipoteca,
of the parties shall be connect- next Legislature with any suggestions ercising said powers shall be preeither
or
the
tricts
pliego.
shall
bear
double,
twice,
tration in the State of New Mexico ed with him
State officers or members of Congress.
Documento
extensa
Garantizado,
ratio to the whole number of legal without examination
scribed by general laws, except lhat
by consanguinity or affin- which he may desire to make.
or cost
Any measure referred to the people voters in such
On the first day of October of each cities and towns may
ity, within such degree as may be precounty or district, as
provide for the forma entera, full sheet
shall still he in full force and effect
FILE NO. 53.
Certiflcado de Matrimonio, 10c cada
or in which he may year, and at any time on request of manner of exercising the initiative
scribed
in
State
herein
therefor
the
law;
by
provided
be
un'css the Referendum petition
to Direct Primary.
Pertaining
have been of counsel, or have presid- the Governor, the said Commissioner and referendum powers as to their uno.
at
large.
e
per cent of the
signed by twenty-fivIntroduced by M. P. Skeen.
shall make a full and complete report municipal legislation. Not more than
ed In any Inferior court.
sheet
Replevin Bond,
Any measure rejected by the people,
legal voters of a majority of the whole
Referred to Committee on LegislaSec. 2. Whenever the office
Execution Forcible Entry and De
of of the operations and administration ten per cent of the legal voters may
of
the initiative tive
number of the Counties of the State through the powers
Department.
sheet.
judge of the district court of any coun- ui nam
wiui sucn DusgcBiiuiio oe required to order the referendum tainer,
in which case the law shall be inoper- and referendum cannot be again proThe legislature shall enact laws pro ty is vacant at the commencement of as said unite,
Commissioner may deem suit-- j nor more than fifteen per cent to
within
sheet
three
Subpoena,
initiative
the
posed
as
by
It
be
shall
ative until such time
viding for a mandatory primary sys a term of such court, or the judge of
and pertinent.
i
J. P. Complaint,
pose any measure, by the initiative.
twenty-fiv- e
sheet
passed upon at an election and the years thereafter by less than voters.
tem, which shall provide for the nom such court shall fail to
The Legislature shall have the pow-- ' in any act or town.
attend, the regsheet.
Capias Complaint,
per centum of the legal
result has been determined and deination of all candidates in all elec- ular practising attorneys
in attend- er to alter, amend, or add to the duThe reservation of the powers of tions for
clared as provided by law, provided,
State, District, County, and ance on said court may meet at 10 ties of, or grant additional authority,
that no general appropriation law the initiative and referendum in this Municipal officers, for all political par o'clock a.
m., on the second day of to such Commissioner.
shall
article
not
the
Legisladeprive
so
shall be
suspended.
ties, including United States Sena the term and elect a judge to preside
FILE NO. 60.
ture
of
to
the
law,
any
repeal
right
The whole number of votes cast for
tors: Provided, however, This provis at such court, or until the
regular Relative to Initiative and Referendum.
Governor or the State officer receiv- propose or pass any measure, which ion shall not exclude the
of
the
right
shall appear; and if the judge
By Cities and Counties.
ing the higher number of votes at the may be consistent with the Constitu- people to place on the ballot by peti- judge
of said court shall become sick, or
Introduced by Green B. Patterson.
of
and
tion
the
the
Constitution
State
the
election
last
regular
tion any
preceding
candidate.
die or unable to continue to hold such
Referred to Committee on Counties
filing of any petition for the Initia- of tne United States.
FILE NO. 54.
court after its term shall have com- and Municipalities.
or
Laws shall be provided to prevent
Referendum shall be the basis
tive
Relating to the Recall of Officers.
Section 1. That any city or county
menced, or shall from any cause be
on which the number of legal voters corruption in making, procuring, and
Introduced by M. D. Taylor.
disqualified from presiding at the trial in the proposed state of New Mexico
WHEN YOU LEARN THIS
necessary to sign such petition shall submitting initiative and referendum
Referred to Committee on Execu of any cause then pending therein, may, by a majority vote of the legal
be 'counted. Petitions and orders for petitions.,
BRAND OP
tive.
then
the
regular practising attorneys electors in stub, city or county, adopt
the Initiative and Referendum shall
Every public officer in New Mexico in attendance on said court may in what is known as the "Initiative and
be filed with the Secretary of the
FILE NO. 49.
is subject, as herein provided,' to re- like manner, on notice from the judge Referendum" for said
city or county,
State, who shall submit the same to
and Water Rights.
call by the legal voters of the State, or clerk of said court, elect a judge the same to apply only to the city or
Irrigation
the people, and in submitting the same
Introduced by J. L. Lawson.
or of the electoral district from to preside at such court or to try said county affected
the original petito the people he and all other officers
Referred to the Committee on Irri- which he is elected. There shall be causes and the attorney bo elected tion and election.by
shall be guided by the general laws
and Water Rights.
twenty-fivgation
same
but
Ehall have the
required
per centum,
Sec. 2. The basis for the Initiative
power and authorso far as applicable until legislation
not more, of the number of electors ity in said court as the regular judge in such case herein provided, shall be
shall be especially provided therefor.
who voted in his district at the aext would have had if present and presid- twenty-fivIrrigation and Water Rights.
(25) per cent of the legal
No law passed by the Legislature
I.
preceding election for Governor of ing; but this authority shall cease at electors for the Initiative, and ten
shall go into effect until ninety days
The waters of all natural streams the State to file their petition demand the close of the term at which the (10) per cent of the
legal electors
have elapsed after the adjournment
surface and un- ing his recall by the people. Except election shall be made. The proceed- thereof for the Referendum.
of the Legislature except general ap- (perennial, torrential,and
all
within
for
lakes
derground), springs
THEYJH AVE SUCH A FRAGRANT
judicial officers there shall be ings shall be entered at large upon the
Sec. 3. A "Legal Elector" for the
propriation and emergency laws.
the State of New Mexico are hereby required forty per centum, but not record. The special judge
shall
be
votof
shall
this
be
a
purpose
article,
If it shall be necessary for the im- declared to be
the property of the more, of the number of electors who learned in the law, and a resident of er who has paid Poll Tax for the curHavana Aroma and pleasant
mediate preservation of the public
and subject to appropriation voted in his district at the next pre- the state.
State,
rent year at least thirty (30) days beYet they are not heavy
peace, health or safety that a meas- for any beneficial purpose.
taste.
ceding election for Governor of the
FILE NO. 57.
fore the filing of any such petition
ure become effective without delay,
or
II.
State.
shall
in
set
forth
said
strong.
They
With Reference to Elections.
herein provided.
such necessity shall, be stated in one
Priority of appropriation for bene- petition the reasons for said demand.
Introduced by James A. Hall of
Sec. 4. Any person or persons filsection, and if passed by each House ficial use shall '
give the better right, If he shall offer his resignation, It Roosevelt County.
s
ing any petition praying for the Inivote it shall become and no
by a
appropriation shall be denied shall be accepted and take effect on
Referred to Committee on Elective tiative or Referendum under the proAT ALL GOOD PLACES
a law at once upon the same being except when
it is demanded by public the day it was offered, and the vacan- Franchises.
visions of this article shall certify
'
approved by the Governor or passed interests.
shall
he
filled
as
be
cy
may
'
provided . It shall be the duty of the first under oath that, to the best of their
laws
over his veto. All emergency
'. '
ra."
by law." If he shall not resign within State
to enact laws pro- knowledge and belief, the signers to
shall continue in effect until voted on
The use of all waters now appropri- five days after the petition is filed, a viding Legislature
for a mandatory system of di- said petition are legal, electors
as
by the people.
ated, or that may be hereafter appro- special election shall be ordered to rect primary, and which shall pro- herein provided.
Any measure initiated by the peo-- ' priated for sale, rental or distribution, be held within thirty dayB jn his said vide for the nomination of. all candiSee. 5.
Any presiding officer, or
H B. CARTWRIGHT & BRO,
pie or referred to the people, as here- is hereby declared to be a public use, electoral district to determine wheth- dates in all elections for State, Coun- member of any board of
county comDistributers for Santa Fe.
in provided, shall take effect and be- and subject to regulation and control er the people will recall said officer.
ty, District, and Municipal
officers, missioners, or of any city board of alcome a law thirty days after the can- - by the State, except water supplied to On the sample ballot of said election for all
or
other
political
Including
before
dermen,
parties.
city board,

of the vote at which
Any measure rejected
through the powers of
and Referendum cannot
posed by the Initiative
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'MAUV FILES ARE INTRODUCED. ta Fe the drouth which has prevailed
luted upon in the new advertisement
for several weeks was, with local exin this issue for the Big Store. Mr.
Salmon also assures the men that,
(Continued From Page One.)
ceptions, not broken until
too late It is believed, to
knowing something aoout styles, faby a vote of 57 to 23, almost a strict save a considerable proportion of the
brics, etc., he can fit you as no one
The
meet
will
Judiciary committee
else can. If interested in clothing,
party vote.
tercrops. The entire drouth-affecteX read the ad in this issue about the this evening in 'the office of Thomas
The committee on ways and means
Oct. 20.
Colo.,
Denver,
in
comprises
years
ordinary
ritory
B. Catron at 7:30 P. m.
N The forecast is threatening to-- X Hart, Schaffner & Marx clothing.
reported that the first fifteen days fully
the flaxseed acreage
the expenses of the convention had of the
night with freezing tempera- - X
Mrs.
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R.
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Collier's Weekly this week prints n.nn nrnvirteri for the internretation moisture; the flaxseed crop m parts
Kitchen, Lincoln and Palace avenues. Francisca
a. m. tomorrow a nalf tone picture 0f the New Mexico
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jo eve'ry speech, remark, motion, etc., of the north is spoken of as lost.
Please order in advance. Phone Black will take place at 0:30
ALLMEATS,
will be constitutional convention.
Interment
photo-jtThe
cathedral.
from
the
SAUSAGES etc,
the convention in a clear and in- 152. I. M. Astler.
was sent by H. B. Hening, sec- - .tellieent manner. Nestor Montoya
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graph
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are in retary ot tne New Mexico Bureau ot and Jose D. Sena asked that the resoAid Society of the M. E. church will takers Mulligan and Rising
LUMBER CO. FOR PRESENT.
FRUITS and VEGETABLES
Immigration.
lution be withdrawn, the president
meet tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 with charge of the arrangements.
Have You Seen Those Pictures at
assuring the Spanish speaking memMrs. Friday. All invited.
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AND SPRINGS.
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neei the service we
YOU in the matter of
good clothes. It's a service
nobody else can render you;
because nobody else has
HART SCHAFFNER & MARX
you want than you do. But
we do know something about
styles, and best fabrics; and
we can tell if a suit o7 overcoat looks right on you; fits
properlv; is becomingto you.

clothts in this town, and we
think nobody else has quite
the same idea we have about
the proper functions of a
clothing store.
Our idea is to see that our
customers get exactly what
they ought to have; if you
come herz we'll try to show
you

what will be really

best for you; the color, style,
the weave, the model that
is best suited to your tpecial
case. Wz'll try not to think
we know more about what

'Hart

Schaffner

Hart Schaffner
Copyright

N A
1

Mrx Suits $20 to

& Marx

Overcoats $18 to

Copyright Mart Schaffner & Marx

ii

Hart Schaffner tc Marx

--

&

.

It's just as much to our interest as to yours to get you
into the right thing. We
can afford to be disinterested abut these things; but
we cant afford to let you go
anywhere elss for clothes
when we know we've got the
best clothes made.
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